
I Notes on fishing by Mr. Harry Trischman

The fishing in the park is good in all the streams, that is if you
know how to fish. People whe are used to fishing with a hook and

and a cork on the line^with no leader -ef" anything like that
are net going to be successful in catching trout. You have to know
how to approach a trout steeam properly and"^naie your fly properly
in the water in order to have the. trout take it. If a dry fly is
placed properly on the water the fish will take it much quicker 

fly -fiy-
than the^ot&gr- fly since the ordinary/make3 more of a splash. a&eax- 

> and also sinks. The sportsman will use a dry or ordinary
fly in preferance to a spinner as he can cast better and 

handle hi3 line better with a fly rather than a 3pinner. A fine 
split bamboo trout rod will not stand the rigors of spinner fishing 

I very long without suffering from this abuse. Personally I prefer
an artificial fly about No.S hook, except in the larger streams 

! like the Yellowstone, Madison, and Snake Hives. In the lakes one
i

can catch as many fi3h on a No. S artifidal fly as on anyother bait 
ijt>' /iX c J L . ’

either artificial or rod. in fishing for brook^trout or the smaller
j trout 1̂ usually U3e a three of four foot leader with a single fly
| 0n acc0UI^  °f the brush and other obstacles that a fisherman encounte
| in the larger streams and lakes I U3e a six foot leader and I use
■ft® or three flies to test out the stream and as ioon as I find out
| what the fish are takinS I transfer that fly to the end (unless it is 

already there)and remove the other one or two flies. I have just as 
mudi success with one fly as with two oijthree, as when I get
two fish on at once I usually lose one in trying to land them both 
unless they are quite small. In fishing for trout one should use a 
fairly long line as it would be difficult to hajidle this with an
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or&inary Äillow fish, pole so I recommend the u.3S of a moderate 
priced split bamboo trout rod, jointed.

I use just a common line— a tapered or double tapered lines are for 
the fancy fisherman who use a $65*00 rod with a^gat With
this they can handle the tapered lines in good shape. I can get 
just as jnany fish with a cheap line as I can with a tapered line and 
a $65.00 pole. In landing a 3^ poun^ Rainbow trout I usually<5^
t ** /
play him as long as he^ will play^and thenyif I have a landing net
T . buV  W «\U o»iV  CL. 1I pull him out with thatyarid lmlpsq T have a net- I find a good place 
along the shore where I can draw him out onto the bank, gradually, 
and grab him by the gills so he won't drop back into theA
After he gets through fighting I grab hold of the line and slide him 
into the shore rather easily without letting him have aî  slack, how- 
®v®r> j^ls re<̂ u^r®3 sometimes fifteen or twenty minutes to play him 
outA5* ground him. All trout weighting a pound or more have to be 
played before t?ey ® 3̂ be landed easily and only the fishing, running 
about eight inches can be pulled right out on the shore as soon as 
they are hooked.

In the Yellowstone River are the Rainbow, Loc^leven, Cutthroat(or 
Native) Trout, and below about a point about a mile about Blacktail 
Creek are also found the Whitefish avea&ing about 2± pounds each.
In the spring of the year when the water is a little ^Lly I use a 
devil scratched and put a sinker on and am usually sure of getting 
a white-fish if I am fishing between the point a mile above Blacktail 
Creek and Gardiner in the Yellowstone. Ad occasionally I hook a 
large trout instead of the Whitefish, because certain times of the

year like in the fall about September lpth the trout will take the
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Emerson Hough buck-tail which is a very deadly fly. For fclie year-
around use^he coachman is my favorite fly, but the major pitcher
is,also good, and I have had good success with the grey hackel, brown
hackel, blackoteart, silver doctor, professor, grizzley king, queen of
of the waters, cow dung, and coachman. The fish along the roads are

I
pretty well wised up and the fishing is not good in the easily ac
cessible places. The best fishing I ever had was ©» Mariposa Lake 
on Two-Oeean Pass in the south boundry of the park at a place that 
had to be reached with a pack outfifrwhich took several days. Along 
the highways the streams are whipped so much by good fishermen that 
an inexperienced fisherman that the fish are wild ind in these places 
it takes a real fisherman to catch any fish. If people are good 
fishermen at. all they can catch good trout at places two miles from 
the road in most any part of the park. I never use a double leader 
because the flies usually tangle up between the strands, although 
a great number of people do use double leaders, however, I doubt if 

I  they hav® caught any larger fish than I have caught on a single 
leader, as one can land almost any sized fish witl^a single leader 
by handling him carefully.' I use the same colored line all of the 
time and never change. My line is grey or light green. If a fish
erman fishs a long time and is overtaken by darkness I wouldn't
advise him^cT try to return in the dark unless he is sure of where

mm
ne 13 S°inSi In-this cam» P-woul .1 .idrtu j him bo-build a fire and 

«ait until morning to return to S X n f t  X would suggest that all 
fishermen carry waterproof matchboxes to keep their matches dry, as 
a. fiee is indispensible if he has to stay out all night, and the 
nights here are pretty cofcl at any season of the year. I carry a
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waterproof matchbox when skiing in winter on account of the per- 
3piration which would dampen the matches unless I had them so 
protected. All a fisherman nedds in the way of food, is a sack of 
salt in his hip pocket as he can^roasts t-re-at-over the coals of his 
fire^and aalt them and-make them-jyery~ttlabie---̂ . In fishing with a 
spinner in deep holes it is a good idea to let the spinner dink 
down into the water four or five feet and then draw it up, this
will attract the attention of the big fish and they can easily be 
caught. A good fisherman will look at his £ook frequently to see 
that the point is not broken off, and also that there is no moss, 
or leaves or other matter caught on the hook as a fish will not 
strike a hook that has any foreign matter of thés kind on it, and 
if the^fur is broken off of the hook a man might lose a fine fish 
for that reason alone. TRout nab be caught an^ime of the day and 
the usual alibi of the fishermen who is unsuccessful do not count 
for very much I mean alibis like, it is too early in the morning, 
or too late in the afternoon, or too light, or the sun is not in
the right direction, or the wind is too strong, or the banks were 
too high, the water too clear, or not clear enough, or poor fishing 
tackle, too much natural fed, fish all caught out, tackle no good, 
no landing mat, too many fisherman, not my lucky day, wrong time of 
the year— none of these alibis are used by a good fisherman as he 
can catch them at anytime of the year whether the water is clear, 
or muddy, ow whether there is wind, or no wind, and all of the rest 
of these alibis. The fisherman should be careful that his shadow 
does not strike the water as fish can see this plainly and it has 
a lot to do with his lack of success. The fi3h will also be scared
if the fisherman slaps the water with his line. The idea being to
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aimplace the line on the water as lightly as possible and to always/to 
keep his line on the surface. After fishing half an hour the fly 
will get soaked up and will sink so it is advisable to change flies 
every half hour^in order to keep them on the surface. The big fish

\jj4VVv. a A ooK
will-Often t ime0■ take a small fly No-. 12 but^it*is very hard to land 
the-fish at the hook wi n  tears out so easily.
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Other names for yellow pikeperch are 
/Vaileyed pike. Walleye, Pickerel, Tack 

salmon, anjd Dore. It is a true perch.
t catch on the Great
Lakes has shown a marked decline in 
recent yeap. Once 15 to 20 million 
pounds wals an average annual catch, 
with blue pikeperch predominating.

D escription

Coloration of the adult fish is yellow 
to brownish green with an overlay of 
dusky blotches or mottling*. The pupil 
of toe eye ¡appears to be douded over.

The „yellow pikeperch may be sepa- 
rated from the related sauger, Stizos- 

t e d t o n c a n a d e n s e s ,  by the absence of 
oval spots in the spinous dorsal fin. It 
has a dark blotch near the posterior 
base of this fin, which is absent in the 
sauger. It reaches a weight of 5 pounds 
or more in many waters.

D istribution and H abitat

Though | once the Great Lakes 
abounded with the fish, it is still com
mon extending northward to Great 
Slave Lake, tludson Bay, and Labrador 
it  also extends southward along the 
Atlantic slope to North Carolina and 
west of the Alleghenies south to the Ala
bama and Tennessee River drainages.

Food

Its food consists of small fishes and 
<he yeai- Feedmg continues throughout

The yellow
H abits

I  . M  pikeperch breeds in the 
early spring. It usually runs into the 
lower reaches of the larger tributaries 
but utilizes rocky and gravelly shores if 
streams are not accessible.

Groups ofi fish participate in the 
spawning, with male fish predominating 
Eggs and sperm are shed while fish are 
m a close gropp. The eggs are very ad- 
¡ § ■ 8  an.d S E 9  about *is inch in di- 
wneter. A latge female may contain 
•everal thousand eggs. Incubation takes 
¡ ■ ■ ■ I  at 5? F. At a tempera- 
wedcs°^ ^  I  mcuhation takes four

F ishing T echnique

In some areas, yellow pikeperch is 
regarded as a good game fish of excel
lent eating qualities. The popular way 
to catch it is by casting with plugs o r
m m°\hy B B  »ait ashing is

effective when the fish are congregated 
in shallow water. Ice fishing for ydlow 
pikeperch is also popular in many locali- 
ties. See also Commercial Fishing and

^ S L O W SA1Lv.Ak,-/o(C„S"5
fly especially good for fly casting for 
smallmouth bass. See also Fly and Spin- i 
ner Fishing and Fly Patterns

E E U jOWSTONE c u t t h r o a i I
i  KUUT (Salmo clarkii lewisi) . Also* 

m m Blackspot Trout, it belong  
to the Salmon Family, Salmonidae. S i»  
mg and water pollution have slashed its 
numbers but its range has been extended
M M i l  stocking of river drainages 
and isolated lakes. 6

Description

A rather slender trout, it bears the 
red line under the dentary bone which 
identifies the cutthroat. Its black spots
■ |  H H  d0 DOton the belly but cluster anteriorly Tnd

dorsal- adlPose and caudal ins. 
This fish rarely exceeds 5 pounds al
though a specimen of nearly 15 poiinds 
has been hooked. r  i

D istribution and H abitat I

Originally indigenous to the uhner 
Missouri and Columbia river systems, it 
congregates most densely in the Yellow, 
stone River now.

H abits

It reproduces during spring and siim- 
mer from May to July, usually froii 3 
to 6 weeks after the ice has gone, l ik e  
populations run up into tributary
r if iS fV i0 SPuWn over **“  gravel of nffles. Like other trout the female! of
J“ ? SpT es ?xca,vates a nest about 3 
inches deep by kicking gravel off the
ridL A HI hCr H aS I  lies on f ti r i t n n / 2 Ponnd trout produces 300» 
to 45,000 eggs. After the spawning act\ 
additional nest building covers the eggs

1! YELLOWSTONE

Fishing T echnique

'I . 1This quiet trout lingers in pools $nd 
|  riffles of streams. It eats aquatic insibts 
I and other invertebrates as well as snmll 
I fishes. When hooked it battles desper- 
/ ately underwater but seldom springs 
1 clear as the rainbow trout does. During 
I  the season a hundred anglers a day m&y 
| cast their lines for this fish near Fishing 
| Bridge in Yellowstone Park. They prige 
|  it for eating as well as for sport.

— Raney
YELLOWSTONE LAKE, WYC* 

I MING. The principal lake in Yellow- 
f  stone Park, which see under W yoming.

YELLOWSTONE PARK. This fa- 
I mous park is situated in die extreme 
3 northwestern corner of the state of 
|  Wyoming, projecting slightly over into 
I the states of Idaho and Montana, 
j Despite the tourist traffic, there is a 
|  lot of fine fishing to be had inside Yel

lowstone Park. Indeed, quite a few 
| discriminating fly fishermen return year 
I after year to fish solely in the Park. 
! Here there are six or seven major 

streams, literally hundreds of smaller 
creeks, and hundreds of lakes, as well.

Madison River. The principal stream 
in the western half of the Park is the 
Madison River. It is formed by the junc* 

I ture of the Firehole and Gibbon Rivers 
| near Madison Junction, and runs west- 
|  ward to Hebgen Lake, in Montana. The 

whole twenty miles of river in the Park 
are good fishing, except in late July and 
August.

Hebgen Lake is the reason for the 
continued good fishing in the upper 
Madison. The big trout in the river are 
actually transient lake fish that have 
moved up into running water from the 
lake. This occurrence of lake fish in the 
river is sporadic until late September 
when the brown trout migrate up
stream in great numbers to spawn. The 
rainbows also come up the river, right 
along with the browns.

When this fall run is in the river, fine 
catches are made on wet flies, using the 
same technique as that employed by 
West Coast steelhead fishermen. Since 
the browns are in poor condition, they 
should be released by thoughtful sports
men. The rainbows, being spring spawn- 
ers, are at their peak at this time. The 
Madison is closed on September 30th,

o protect the trout luring the latter 
part of their spawning run.

The first five miles of the river down-
junction is fine 

fault is its size-t*
stream from Madison 
«fry fly water. Its only „HHL. ^ m  
little too big and unwieldy for easy 
1 vading.

Firehole and Gibbon Rivers. The 
Gibbon and the Firehole are ideal dry 
dy streams, and are very hard to beat 
«luring late June, again during Septem
ber, and right up to October 15th, when 
iishing in the Park clones for the season. 
The Firehole is the larger of the two, 
but the Gibbon is much the same type 
of stream, and everything that applies 
lo the Firehole is also true of the 
Gibbon.

Neither too hard nor too easy, the 
Firehole is the ace dry fly stream of the 
Park. The fish are mostly browns with 
a fair percentage of rainbows. The 
water is warm, but the fish are hard and 
gamey. Trout over 3 
i arity. During July an

pounds are no
, „ a , - r_~ August when

the fish are inactive, it is possible to pick 
up a few nice trout |by fishing where 
cool tributary streams enter the river. 
The fish gather in schools in such places, 
a nd there are usually one or two un
wary individuals that may be induced 
tjo rise.

The best section oc the Firehole is 
that part between Biscuit Meadows and 
the head of the Falls. The deepest water 
and the largest fish will be found in the

Eart of the river near Gull and Feather 
akes, reached by tht truck road to 

‘fOld Faithful.**
Yellowstone Lake and River. From 

ihe standpoint of the casual tourist who 
i; only mildly interested in fishing, 
Yellowstone Lake an ; ~  *River .are the 
chief attractions in thej Park. Trout are 

;e, where the 
lake, on every

caught off Fishing Bri
river emerges from the __________
conceivable sort of tackle, including 
cane poles, hand linesl and surf tackle 
srmea with spinners, flies, or worms. A 
confirmed fisherman will shudder and 
look the other way—it is vaguely dis
quieting to see sizable trout hauled out 
one after another in plain sight of noisy 
people.

About two miles north (downstream) 
cf Fishing Bridge, Yellowstone River is 
good fly water. The I indigenous cut
throat trout is the only specie found in
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this part ¡of the stream. They are hand
some fisht bright, brassy yellow on the 
sides, and deep olive-green on the back, 
heavily spotted with black dots. Because 
of the crystal clarity of the water, it is 
possible to see trout in the stream if the 
light is right. Casting to a fish that is in 

lain sight when he slants up to your 
y is an added thrill. In the Yellowstone 

River the trout run very uniform as to 
size: nearly all will be almost exactly 
one pound in weight. Fed by the clear, 
cold water of Yellowstone LakeJ^the 
river stays cold all summer and fishing 
is good right through the entire summer.

Neighbpring Waters. An interesting 
day can be spent in grayling fishing in 
nearby Grebe Lake.

The upper portion of Slough Creek is 
worth the effort required to reach it. Big 
cutthroats can be taken on dry flies 
there after the high water subsides in 
early July.

Lewis \Lake. South of Yellowstone 
Lake is the Pacific drainage, consisting 
of streams and lakes destined for the 
Snake and Columbia Rivers. Lewis Lake 
lies in the Park on the main highway. 
It holds ] big brown trout and Macki
naws, bo|th being exotic species. Pos
sessors ol portable boats are urged to 
ascend the inlet to Lewis Lake, to the 
point where the rapids bar further 
navigation. Mackinaws take a small 
spinner and fly readily in the rapids.

Lewis River. Below Lewis Lake, the 
Lewis River runs within sight of the 
road for ja mile or so. It is smooth as a 
mirror, running about three feet deep 
over clean gravel, with no cover of any 
kind. It presents about the toughest 
possible problem fishing, but it is worth 
trying ifj fish are seen rising, or if a 
breeze ripples the surface. Brown trout 
of 5 and} 6 pounds, and even more, are 
present in this stretch. They are proba
bly all fish that have dropped down
stream frpm Lewis Lake.

The Lewis River farther down, where 
it runs through a deep canyon, produces 
good catthes, but getting back up to 
the road! means a difficult climb. Few 
people fiih the lower part of the Lewis! 
and almost none fish in the even more 
inaccessible part of the Snake River 
that flows out of Yellowstone Park.

Falls River. Inasmuch as this stream 
is best reached from Ashton, Idaho, and
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part of it is in that state, most of it is 
described under Idaho, which see.

The Falls River in Yellowstone Park 
is enormously wide, around 300 feet or 
so. It is a stream of great natural beauty, 
but in the Park it is not a good fishing 
stream. Being wide, shallow, rather swift, 
and devoid of cover, it is likely that the 
larger trout either move downstream 
to the deeper canyon water, or else 
shift up into the Bechler where food is 
plentiful and the water deeper and 
colder.

Bechler River. The chief tributary 
of the Falls River is the fabulous Bech
ler River, all of which lies within 
Yellowstone Park. To reach the Bechler, 
you drive 6 miles north from Ashton, 
Idaho, on the Yellowstone Highway, 
and turn to the right just before reach
ing the store and cabins at Warm River, 
Idaho. A wide, gravel road soon brings 
you to the Park line where a sign board 
informs you that you are now in Yellow
stone. Beyond this point the road is a 
wide, hard-surfaced boulevard that ter
minates at the falls which give the main 
river its name. The existence of this 
short piece of super highway lends cre
dence to the rumor that some day a hew 
Park entrance will be established here 
and the road extended to connect with 
the rest of the Park road system at “Old 
Faithful,¡1 bypassing both the West 
Entrance and South Gate. However, 
even if this does happen, the Bechler 
River will remain comparatively undis
turbed for many years to come.

There are three reasons for the 
Bechler's immunity from overfishing. 
First, it is remote from any town or 
resort, being entirely cut off from the 
rest of the Park. Second, it requires an 
hour’s hike through the timber to reach 
it. Third, and most important, it is 
guarded by an army of winged dragons, 
the greatest concentration of mosquitoes 
and deer flies ever seen anywhere in the 
whole region.

The Bechler meanders down a long 
meadow that stretches for miles to the 
north. Until late summer this is a vast 
swamp, breeding the insect hordes that 
make fishing impossible. In warm 
weather none can endure the layers of 
fabric required to keep the insects from 
biting through clothing. Insect repel
lents do keep mosquitoes in check quite

Iwell, but deer flies ignore them. It is 
lonly after the first killing frosts of mid- 
I September that the Bechler can be fished
Eat all. . i ., _
¡1 Those fortunate enough to be in tne 

neighborhood in late September should 
Iplan to visit the Bechler. Nearly all large 
' streams in the West hold big trout, and 
1 free-wheeling descriptions are apt to j give the reader the impression that all 
I the fish are big, which obviously is un

true—but it does come very close to I being true in the Bechler. Any fisherman 
I who takes the trouble to reach this 
1 stream will not be interested m small 
I trout. In flat, open water of this kind it 

is easy to distinguish the rise of small 
trout and thus avoid wasting time on

I  them. I . ,
There are plenty of trout in tne 

Bechler scaling upwards of 5 pounds. 
Trout this big take a lot of careful 
handling to tire out with terminal tackle 
of dry fly size. Small hooks tend to cut 
themselves free, and 3X gut is apt to 
chafe through in a weed bed, or get 
cut off by the trout’s teeth.

Although the Bechler is primarily a 
dry fly stream, a careful angler can im
prove his chances by using a small wet 
Hy or nymph and a leader tapered down 

1 to IX. With a dry fly one tries to drop 
the fly a foot or less upstream from the 
last rise. Because of the added hook 
weight in even a small wet fly» and the 
somewhat heavier leader, it is best to 

I cast well above the last observed rise 
I  so that the impact of the fly will not 
! alarm the trout. If the sunken fly is 

taken by the fish you may see a bulge 
! in the surface or you may not. To be 

sure, watch the leader at the point where 
! it enters the water. If the fly is taken,
| the leader will stop drifting down stream 
j and will be drawn into the water as the 
I line begins to tighten, j The Bechler, like most meadow 
I streams, is best fished from the bank.
! Move slowly and keep well back out 
1 of sight. See also Ro m u J to lM ^ L  
j T rout F ishing. 1  ryP * M oritnez

Ye l l o w s t o n e
out of Yellowstone Lake in Yellowstone 
Park, Wyoming, this stream offers good 
fly fishing for cutthroat trout along 
some stretches of its upper reaches.

Entering Montana, the Yellowstone 
River flows north to Livingston, and

then west and north to ¡the North Da
kota border, where
River. It is paralleled by] U.S. Route 89 
to Livingston, and from ¡there to Glen- 
dive by U.S. Route 10. ¡State Highway 
14 traces the remainder jof its course to 
the North Dakota bordej. Prize-winning 
rainbow trout have been taken from 
this river. See M ontan^.

YELLOWTAIL (Seriola mazatlana). 
This fish generally confpsed with Pacific 
amberjack and Pacific ^ellowtail. Very 
little is known of its habits.

D escription

It has 21 to 22 gill rakers on the first 
gill before the angle, and a steep profile.
A ridge runs along the top of the head.
It is found from Mazatlan to the Gala
pagos Islands off the Ecuador c°^st' _  

Also another name for the Pacific 
Y ellowtail, and Yellowtail Snapper, 
each of which see.

YEIXOWTAIL SNAPPER (Ocyurus 
c hrysurus). This is a[ handsome and 
abundant member of ttie Snapper Fam 
I I  Lutjanidae. Southern Florida anglers, 
fishing near the bottoip, probably boat 
more of these than any other fash.

D escription

Its size and deeply ¡forked tail set it 
off among snappers. It may ■ ■ ■ ■
|  feet and 3 or 4 pounds. Both tne 
Elongated caudal peduncle and the long 
lobes of the caudal; fins stretch its 
length. The gill rakers are long and 
numerous, numbering about 20 on the 
lower part of the first gill arch. Com- 
pared with the rest of the body the head
appears short. . II . I

In color this snapper is bluish gray 
streaked and spotted] with yellow. The 
most prominent stripe runs backward 
through the eye arid widens at the 
caudal peduncle. There it merges with 
five narrower stripes running along the 
sides and continues pack to cover the 
¡caudal fin. Brassy splotches dapple the 
upper half of the tjody. The fins are 
yellowish. In the watir the yellow dorsal 
fins make a golden streak down the 
center of an otherwise olivaceous back.

The iris is red. Over certain back- 
grounds the yellowtslil snapper changes 
color. When over wljite sand the yellow
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°nl?vyeSi ^ (aay 1 tried to decipher your address^rom the little oardboard box in which you sent certain flies to Aleck MacDonald 
some months ago. Mr. MacDonald is in Dew Zealand right now ore- 
sumably paving the time of his life at Alan Pye’s, but betffire he 
left he handed me your sample flies, notes and the collection

f0r?aii?* I.sti11 have your flies in my possession*; inadvertantly neglecting to return them to MacDonald. My activity
iisht 70rd H  this matter haa *een sketching uhe inseots in water color with the aid of a very low-power *

?irtm°li<lpe,Tand4tl:11enJ.ait0mptine to work out tentative dressings ?*C°l0fed sk9tQh9S» with the idea of collaborating 'with
?fld^nSxt4.SvTnSr w?en he Pr°P0S9S to get out his book. ICnfi«A pa+ H I  H I H H  again all next season, not far from Coffee-Pot Lodge, MacDonalds Club on the Snake.

I inteneded to write you to thank you for all the work you did 
.on the insect collection, since I stand to profit perhaps in a 
material way from this hookup. At the very least, my dry flies 
w i n  show an improvement and I have really enjoyed puttering around with:the new dressings*
By the way from the drawings in your book, I got the imression 
that your flies were more lightly dressed than they they really
I B B S S  ??9» H I H  a very limited number of my customersl prefer a fly with scanty hackle. However, in order to please 
the majority of the people that I do work for, it is neoessary 
o make a pretty bulky fly. In the samples I am sehding ^ou sep- 

arately, the hackle is a bit longer and more of it than I like
■  B 9 B u B| to induce people to use my stuff at all, I have to make them this way. There is no point in my making flies that will never get used.
Both Mr. MacDonald and I fully realize that we won't come very 
close to final dressings on these new flies until after we 
have handled freshly caught specimens, and I also want to figure 
on some sort of a quantiative analysis if I make myself clear, 
contrary to what you assumed from hearsay descriptions of the 
bn&je-Madison a r e a  .the. p r e d o m i n a n t  t y p e  o f  f l y  during the latter half os the season is the caddis, all fairly large.
In the matter of Steelhead flies, I am taking the liberty of 
sending you a dozen samples, my risk, of course. You can get a 
much better idea Af what they look like than from any list.



Should you contemplate visiting the lower Rogue (Lowery's) you 
will want some BlaggAnt, size 10 and 8. The samples are other
wise about right for the Eïmath or the Umpqua. I can see in my 
mind certain fishermen of my aquaintance sadly'shaking their heads 
over some of these sample patterns. Even so, they represent not 
my own ideas so much as the concensus of opinion of successful 
anglers. The Steelhead flies put out by the factories are alwqrs 
woefully overdressed, being tied dry-fly style with a collar of 
hackle ahead of the wing. Since deep-swimming is what is needed 
a flat, streamlined fly on a moderately heavy hook is what is 
needed. If you happen to have some British Salmon flies on kize 
8, 6 and 4 hooks, you will find them entirely practical. The 
best patterns are really simplified salmon flies with either 
buck or squirrel wings, jungle cock shoulders. Size 4 and 6 are 
most useful size, mostly 6s. For the lower Rogue (i.e. the 
bottom 30 miles) smaller flies are used, viz 8 and 10, altho 
6s and 4s are also employed.
Frankly, despite all the heated arguments I hear about patterns 
for steelhead* I think that when they are in the feeding mood 
they will take practically anything. My only convietion is that 
hackle-feather streamer flies are dis-appointing. Steelhead are 
the moodiest fish of the lot, striking freelybat times and at 
other times stubbornly refusing to look at anything. This alter
nating mood of theirs convinces the fisherman that either he 
has discovered tlB all-time champion fly, or that the flies he 
has are worthless depending on the way his luck runs. This same 
thing is true of trout fishing in general, but doubly true in 
Steelheadin'.
Please keep the dry flies and next winter I will send a series 
of the patterns that we arrive at during the coming summer: 
they will very likely be entirely unlike these guesswork flies.
The sample flies you can use to order from, if they meet with 
your approval, sufficiently, or they may be returned. These, 
my best grade wet flies I get $3.00 a dozen for. I prefer to 
send all flies on approval subject to return if not exactly 
what is wanted.
Miraculously, the steelhead have returneâ this winter to certain 
short streams entering t h e  ocean n e a r  Los Angles, and we have 
benn having some really fine fishing in a small stream only 
2o miles from ray home. It is preserved which of course accounts 
for the fishing being so good. Here is a snapshot of my companion 
with two fish we kept last week.
Thank you again for being so thorough and obliging about 
classifying MacDonald?s insects.

Tery truly yours



//Skillman// Fishing Tackle FEderal 6863

Donald S. Martinez
723 So. Sfc. Andrews PI.

Los Angeles, Calif.,____Feb .23
r. Preston Jennings 
Brooklyn, I.Y.

- I 9 3 J L

Bozen Ho.300 series Steelhead FlieB at .25 
Sent on approval, my risk.
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F I S H I N G  G U ID E
By DONALD S. M ARTINEZ

DON'S TA CK LE SHOP West Yellowstone, Mont.
There is no better trout fishing region 

in the United States than the section within 
a radius of 100 miles around West Yellow
stone. Bigger fish may be taken during a 
brief period in the fall in certain Steelhead 
rivers emptying into the Pacific, and there 
are places where a greater number of fish 
may be caught at times, but considering the 
great variety of water, weather conditions, 
beauty of scenery, accessibility, large aver
age size of fish, long season and safe wading 
this district is without a peer. There are 
hundreds of miles of large rivers running 
beside the highways, and other hundreds of 
miles of open water to be reached by side 
roads or trails. Practically all of this 
water is on public land, either National Park 
or National Forest, open to the public.

This map is only an outline of the avail
able fishing. It will help you plan your 
time to advantage, however. Space does 
not permit a full description of each place. 
Where the map itself is obscure, or the text 
is not clear, please call on us in the store 
for fuller information. Conditions vary from 
time to time; a stretch of water that was 
barren in June may be excellent in August. 
It is our business to keep posted.

GAME LAWS
To insure continued good fishing the 

authorities both in and out of the Park oc
casionally close certain waters to fishing. 
License requirements vary from year to year. 
To be on the safe side consult us first.

SURPLUS FISH
We are always grateful for the loan of 

an exceptionally large trout for display 
purposes, but we deplore contests and com
petitions based on size or number of fish 
caught, regardless of method employed. 
Competition has no place in trout fishing. 
A large catch of average sized fish is inter
esting chiefly to the person that caught 
them. Well-meaning people sometimes offer 
us fish as a gift. We can not use them. 
Unless you intend to ship out a catch, pleas© 
return surplus trout to the water. It is 
harder at first to put back a good fish than 
it is to catch it, but returning fish can be 
made a habit like anything else. Some of 
the best fishermen do not carry a net or a 
basket, releasing all their fish except an 
occasional very large specimen.

SELECTION OF FLIES
Early and late in the season, trout are 

taken on very large and gaudy flies, either 
streamers or bucktail patterns. Our exper
ience during the past two seasons indicates 
that the use of these large flies in mid-sea
son is a serious mistake. Instead of the 
bulky Jock Scots and squirrel tails used in 
the past, the more successful anglers now 
favor flies on hooks number 10 and 12 for 
the Madison River and in Hebgen Lake. The 
marked preference of the local fly fishermen 
for flies either dark in color or solid black 
should be heeded by strangers to these waters. 
The most effective wet fly in 1939 and 
1940 was the Black Woolly-warm with the 
rough-bodied Black Nymph a close second. 
Either of these two were consistently deadly 
in a small size when fished on a light lead
er, IX gut being the most popular weight

vith some experts going to 3X, which is 
perhaps too light for safety in wet fly fish
ing where the fish average better than two 
pounds. A careful dry fly man can get along 
with 3X gut, rarely popping off a fly, but 
will lose flies right along when fishing wet 
with gut finer than IX . However, the 
greater number of strikes due to the use 
of light leaders compensates for the loss of 
an occasional fly.

Favorite dry fly patterns include the 
Adams, Birch's Favorite, Dunham, Special 
Ginger Quill and the Bi-visibles. During the 
month of June long hackled Variants on 
a 12 hook work well, due to the presence 
of the Brown Drake on the water, but later 
small flies do better. At times size 16s 
are a necessity.

As the experienced fisherman knows with
out being told, the best dry flies are apt to 
be small in size and dull in color. The nearer 
they approach the natural insects in size and 
outline, the more likely they are to work. 
Here again pattern is less important than 
good floating qualities.

Commencing in 1938 we began collecting 
and classifying natural trout stream insects 
from both the Madison and the Snake River 
watersheds. It is our intention to continue 
collecting the insects on which the trout 
feed and to work out artificials with the co
operation of certain expert fishermen. Dry- 
fly men can make a more intelligent selecj* 
tion of flies after examining the actual in i 
sects than they can hope to do by acting 
on hunches, or taking the advice of some 
tackle dealer in a remote city. The writer is 
well equipped to tie flies in imitation of the 
natural insects of this section, having been 
a fly maker for 20 years. Where the pattern 
permits we use game-cock hackle exclusively, 
insuring durable, high-floating flies. By 
selling direct to the user we keep our prices 
at a level actually lower than the cost of 
ordinary hardware store flies.

LIVERY & GUIDE SERVICE
To engage a professional guide for the 

first day at least of your visit is a good in
vestment. He can show you the best places 
and correct any minor faults in your method 
of fishing or selection of tackle. We operate 
a livery service to and from the streams 
for the convenience of anglers coming by 
Western Air Express plane, who do not have 
the use of a car during their stay.

N. B. Hebgen Is an artificial lake created 
by the dam at its western end. The map 
shows the shore line at full highwater stage. 
When the water is at a lower level, certain 
bays will be dry ground with the streams 
flowing in their old channels. Choice fishing 
will always be had near where streams enter 
the lake but when a lower water level exists, 
the streams mouths will not be where they 
are shown on the map.

Numbered Circles On the Map
1. Mouth of the South Fork. Go West on 

No. 191 about 7 miles, turn right, across 
road from schoolhouse, checking road by 
small creek, go north about 3 miles to shore 
of lake. Many large fish will be seen feed
ing in the evening in the slowly moving

water of the river channel. Wet flies best, 
boots or waders needed.

2. The South Fork. Turn right on Lake 
Shore road (marked with sign) 4.1 miles West 
of town on 191 as above, where straight 
stretch of highway ends. The stream may 
be reached by turning off on any of several 
side roads to the left, after driving two miles 
into the woods. Perfect Dry-fly water, trout 
average 18 inches, mostly rainbows. Hip 
boots are sufficient.

3. The Peninsula —
Check speedometer as you turn off main 

highway onto Lake Shore Road. Go 4.1 
miles and turn off Lake Shore Road to your 
left. Fish anywhere around this peninsula, 
particularly in the Bay. The channel runs 
south along the east side of the point, 
and can be reached by wading. The west 
side of the point may be fished from shore. 
Grayling are taken here at times.

4. Mouth of the Madison. 3.5 miles 
North of town, turn left at Lake Shore Road. 
Park anywhere about .5 miles after leaving 
highway. Fine run of slow-moving water for 
either nymphs or wet-flies. High waders 
needed here.

5. Cross Madison River and turn left 300 
yards at top of grade. Park in grove of pine 
trees a half mile west of highway. River 
channel runs along this shore of the lake. 
Boots required here. Try dry flies or nymphs 
in swampy back-water pools scattered 
among the willows for Eastern Brook Trout 
if lake shore does not produce.

6. Angle right from highway on old 
gravel road 3.4 miles north of town coming 
out on Madison River near Thornton's Camp, 
at old wooden bridge, that can be seen up
stream from present cement bridge on high
way. Good stretch of dry-fly water on near 
side of little island in the river about 300 
yards above old bridge. Fish close to either 
bank.

7. Turn right on dirt road at head of 
grade 300 yards ofter crossing bridge. About 
1.8 miles after leaving highway the river's 
presence will be indicated below high bank. 
River may be reached from several parking*-' 
places along here. All fine water thru this 
stretch. Wet flies best. Waders needed. 
Few fishermen work this water.

8. Turn right at Forest Service sign 
"Baker's Hole" 3 miles north of town on 
191. Very good place late in the season 
Also a good place for a voluntary swim.

9. Back of the Barns. Most over-fished 
and at the same time the most productive 
stretch of the Madison. Turn left one mile 
after entering Park. Road leads into a 
clearing with many buildings, the old stage- 
barns being the most prominent. The course 
of the river will be seen about a half mile 
distant. Two white trestles mark Hole No. 
I ,  next one downstream is Hole No. 2 dis
tinguished by big rock where road leads 
down to the water and No. 3 is the last 
pool working down stream. if all three 
pools are busy, continue down stream on 
dirt road running along the edge cf the high 
ground about a mile, and try your luck. The 
water for some distance above and below the 
3 "Holes" is shallow and lacking in hiding 
places which probably explains the presence 
of so many trout in the "Holes".

(Continued on Back Page)
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10. Cougar Creek. An ideal Eastern Brook 
Trout stream if there ever was one. Slow 
and deep. Banks are brushy in places. 
Worms are the safest bet here.

11. Duck Creek. From the highway 
down to Hebgen Lake the banks are very 
thickly grown with willows. It is not an 
easy stretch to fish, but pays well for the 
user of dry flies. Just inside the Park line 
is a vast meadow running back for miles to 
the east. Here is an unbeatable stretch of 
perfect dry fly water. Moderate depth and 
slow current. The trout are mostly Browns 
with Rainbows, Brooks and Grayling for var
iety.

12. The Grayling. Excellent dry-fly stream 
up to August 1st. Turn off highway to the 
right before reaching the place where the 
stream parallels the road. Leave car when 
creek is reached. Fish up as far as barns on 
left bank facing up-stream. Fish will be in 
pockets in the riffles. Dry-fliers best, hip 
boots sufficient.

The Grayling in the Park offers nice fish
ing at a point 15.5 miles from town. Moose 
trouble occurs here sometimes; cows with 
calves should be avoided.

13. About 7 miles inside the Park Gate, 
the road crosses the Madison. Upstream 
from the bridge is a stretch of very inter
esting dry-fly water. The fish lie along the 
bank which is cut under by the current and 
also in depressions in the bed of the river. 
Can be fished from the bank.

14. The Nine Mile Hole. A  little less 
than nine miles inside the Park gate. Two 
very large boulders about 150 yards apart 
on the near bank mark this spot. The 
boulders resemble haystacks that have been 
eaten away near the ground. The run of 
deep water past the space between the 
boulders is nearly always good for at least 
one big rainbow. Large flies, fished wet. 
Waders or hip boots.

15. The Firehole. Neither too hard nor 
too easy, the Firehole|Ijs the ace dry-fly 
stream of this section. The fish are mostly 
Browns with a fair number of rainbows. The 
thick growth of weeds in the stream harbors 
countless insect larvae. There is a big hatch 
of flies of one sort or another every evening 
and rising fish can be found at all times. 
Fish over 3 pounds are no rarity. The water 
is warm but the fish are in no way weakened 
because of this fact. Some fine water lies 
right beside the main road where the canyon 
widens out above the falls. If you can get 
past this stretch without stopping to fish, 
you reach—

16. The Mouth of the Nez Perce. Turn 
off highway to right crossing the Nez Perce 
Creek on plank bridge seen from highway. 
Park anywhere in the next quarter mile. 
This is a rather deep, slow-moving stretch 
of water, but feeding fish are most apt to 
be close to either bank or in the shallow 
glides. Very small dry flies are indicated 
here besides larger imitations of the various 
sedge flies that are nearly always in evi
dence. When Rising fish are scarce, try 
nymphs. Waders needed, but good fishing 
can be had from the bank at times.

17. Biscuit Meadows. Park near sign
board on highway reading “ Biscuit Basin“ 
and walk to Firehole River about one hun
dred yards to the west. Not muched fished 
in this stretch, the River holds many big 
fish in this portion.

1 8. Grebe Lake. The place to get Gray! 
ling. This lake is closed to fishing by the 
Park authorities until late in the season. 
Ask before planning to visit it. A hike of 
about 40 minutes from the gate beyond 
which cars are not allowed brings you out 
on the southeast corner of the lake, near

the Grayling Hatchery. Mark the spot 
where you emerged from the woods well, if 
you plan on staying till dark. Best fishing 
will be found around east end of lake near 
mouth of a small creek. Besides the very 
plentiful Grayling there are some fine rain
bows to be had here. Grayling are a moody 
fish, but by staying till dusk, a good catch 
is reasonably certain. Rather small flies are 
preferred, fished wet. Gauze wing patterns 
are highly recommended and squirrel tail 
patterns in size 12 will be found effective.

19. Slough Creek. There are very large 
Cut-throat in the flat stretches to be reached 
by the road and trail indicated on the map.

20. After viewing the Grand Canyon of 
the Yellowstone time yourself to reach the 
part of the Yellowstone River above the 
falls anywhere from a mile upstream from 
the mouth of Alum Creek to a point 2 miles 
down from the outlet, at sundown. Every 
evening there is a big rise of Yellowstone 
Cut-throat, all running about a pound. D ryl 
flies size 14 or 16 to match the duns on 
the water will do the trick here. Watch out 
for white marl patches in the bed of the 
stream: they are very slippery. There is no 
handsomer variety of trout than these Cut
throat. Keep only five fish.

21. The Gibbon. Open water in the 
meadows. Plenty of good trout but by no 
means easy to catch. Recommended as a 
change from fishing in big waters. Dry- 
flies. Boots.

22. The Lower Madison. In the Gorge. 
Unlike the Upper Madison where the trout 
all run around two pounds, down here they 
come in all sizes. Your next fish may be 
six inches or six pounds. Most of them will 
be around 10 inches, and flies size 8 or 1 0 
are most useful. The bed of the river is made 
up of round, smooth boulders, the current 
is swift, so unless you are experienced in 
swift water wading it is advisable to pass 
up the Madison below the Dam. Neither 
felt nor hob-nails hold well on the smooth 
rocks.

23. The Madison along here is not as 
swift and treacherous as in part nearer 
the dam, but it is still no place for a novice. 
To reach the back road on the other Side 
of the river, cross on the plank bridge lead
ing to Cliff Lake Post Office. Best flies last 
season were Black Nymphs, size 10 and 
Black Quill with squirrel tail wing.

24. Cliff Lake. Lake Tahoe on a small 
scale for scenery. This is the best place we 
know, for a specimen Rainbow. Fish over 
five pounds are quite common. Boats, guide 
and outboard when required, may be had at 
Neely's Ranch at very reasonable rates. 
Early and late in season is best time for ex
ceptionally large trout. Take warm clothing; 
sudden showers are frequent at this altitude 
but seldom last long. Medium sized Cut
throat occur in enough numbers to keep the 
fisherman  ̂ interested if the big Rainbows 
happen to be sulking. Very large flies are 
needed and the best heavy leaders at your 
disposal. Neely's Ranch is outfitting point 
for pack trips to Hidden and Otter Lakes.

25. Red Rock Creek in Centennial Valley.
35 miles from town. Eastern Brook Trout 
and Grayling in good numbers. Not recom
mended after August 10. Red Rock Lakes 
are the home of the last surviving trumpeter 
Swans. A smaller stream than any listed
above; hip boots are all the protection
needed. Fish average about 10 inches.

26. The Gallatin. The River is of only
moderate size where it first meets the high
way but grows larger every mile it travels. 
After summer showers it is sometimes milky 
for a short time. Usually it is exceptionally 
clear, always cold and for the most part
rather swift and shallow. Like the Lower

Madison it holds fish of every size but most 
of them are well-conditioned Rainbows of 
about three-fourths of a pound. Despite its 
fast current it is an excellent dry-fly stream. 
After ACigust 1st flies made to imitate a 
grasshopper have been very effective.

27. Hidden Lake can be reached in an 
easy one day trip by way of Elk Lake. Fish
ermen are ferried across Elk Lake and driven 
to Hidden Lake. A reasonable charge covers 
transportation and boat hire on Hidden 
Lake. Flies similar to British Salmon flies 
work well here.

28. Unlike many lakes, Hebgen offers 
excellent fly fishing during the entire open 
season. In the hottest weather the fish 
take flies nicely, Almost the entire shore 
line of some fifty miles can be reached by 
road, or a day spent in fishing from a boat 
is restful after a prolonged spell of stream 
fishing. Near the mouths of streams en
tering the lake will be found occasional 
Grayling and Eastern Brook Trout. Silver- 
side salmon are picked up occasionally. 
They resemble a Rainbow rather closely, but 
show no pink or red markings and are 
somewhat chunkier in build. The common
est fish in Hebgen is the Rainbow-Cutthroat 
hybrid. In most cases the Rainbow strain 
predominates. Browns (often called Loch 
Levens in the west) are the second common
est fish. Whitefish are taken at times, 
mainly near the mouth of the South Fork.

From daylight until two in the after
noon is usually the best time to fish Heb
gen. After that time, the wind comes up 
and makes casting difficult. When the 
wind dies down again toward sunset is also 
a good time to fish. Although the places 
where a stream comes in are fished the 
most, the fact is that one place is about as 
good as another clear around the entire 
lake. Notice the direction of the wind 
and go to a place where the breeze will be 
off shore, in orded to assist casting and 
lengthen the time until the wind gets too 
strong for easy fishing.

When the fish are taking surface insects, 
try dry flies. There is no point in moving 
from place as feeding fish are always cruis
ing along the shore and they will come to 
you if you stand still.

The north fork of the Snake River rises 
at “ Big Springs" shown at the lower edge 
of the map. It is a wide, slow moving 
stream down as far as the Island Park Re
servoir, very clear and cold. High waders 
are needed but the wading is safe and easy, 
due to the smooth gravel stream bed. The 
river teems with small and medium sized 
fish and casts are rewarded with rises more 
often than not. There are plenty of big 
fish, not easy to take, to occupy the ad
vanced angler who wants “ problem fish l 
ing". Species of trout are Rainbow, Eastern 
Brook and Cutthroat. Although essentially 
a dry fly stream, small nymphs have taken 
many good fish in recent seasons.

It is sincerely hoped that this Guide will 
make your stay in or near West Yellowstone 
more enjoyable. If we can save you a wasted 
day or introduce you to a new stream we 
will feel well repaid. One thing we are sure 
of is that we know more about trout fishing 
than map-making, so our feelings will not 
be hurt in the least if you ask us to make 
clear to you anything that is written or 
drawn on this map. With a reasonable 
amount of effort you should catch some 
good trout every day of your stay in this 
section. If your luck continued bad, it may 
be your flies that are at fault. Perhaps we 
can help you. Somebody from our shop 
is out fishing everyday. Our information 
on conditions and what flies the fish are 
taking is not founded on guesswork or 
hearsay.
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Mr." Preston Jennings 
Brooklyn» E.Y. V:
Dear Sir: . -v :.
When I wrote you yesterday about steelhead flies, I 
must have had my mind on dry flies, because I omitted 
the veryb popular ’Golden Demon" from the list. This 
fly is much diversified, but the sample herewith is 
fairly typical. > ^ v'; M-:.-:
Two of the patterns in the assortment, Tri-color and Logie 
were put in chiefly because I consider them handsome 
flies, but in the interests of accuracy I should 
mention the fact that they are neither of them to be 
.considered as popular steelhead flies.
The Alexandra has a certain number of adherents so 
I am sending one of them as well as the Golden Demon.

. ■ . Very truly yours

February 24, 1939



March 1st, 1939
My fleer Hr* Martinez:

Under Beperato cover I era returning 
the flies which yon were good enough to send on approval* 
Perhaps I did net moke myself very clear in ray letter, hut 
«11 I wanted was a list of your popular Steelhead patterns. 
In ary case, I want to thank you for your thoughtfulness 
in sensing the flies and if I could effora the luxury, I 
would add them to my collection although I here and 
era familiar with all of the patterns*

I was hopeful that some of your 
patterns would show some relationship to a few of the 
more common insects indigenous to the Pacific Coast, hut 
with the exception of the Hoy cl Coachman and the Umpqua 
Favorite all of the patterns seem to he of British origin*

In regard to the dryfly patterns,
1 would like to see the results of your developments 
efter you have had a chance to work with the living insect* 
I would like to point out .however, that undyed materials 
have in general been preferred for ary flies. This 
materiel and hackles especially is net available in 
sufficient qunnitiea for commercial fly tying and for 
that reason I have had to continually refuse to have 
my name connected with a commercial venture*

There is no question hut what 
sparsely dressed flies will kill more fish than bully 
ones and I try to keep on the sparse side*

Caddis flies are certainly important 
in northern latitudes end it is too bad that so little j 
is known of then* In this region they ere almost entirely 
nocturnal and for that reason are of little importance 
to the dryfly flBhermm* Perhaps they arc day flies at 
high Elevations end it would be interesting to hove your 
observations#

Again thanking you* 1 as* 
lours truly,
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Donald S. Martinez
7tB S. ST. ANDREWS PL. 

LOS ANGELES

Maroh 6, 1939
Mr. Preston Jennings 
Brooklyn, H.Y.

Dear Mr. Jennings:
So far as I know, the only insect 'hatching in October and 
Hovemebr on the Rogue and the Klamath Rivers, that is large 
enough, and common enough to be considered as part of tjie 
diet of Steelhead trout, is the insect shown in this sketch.
It emerges on oold, rainy days. The nymph is a very heavy 
bodied, clumsy looking affair. They make their way to the 
edge of the river, crawling up on stones to shed their nymphql 
shucks. I recall that the nymphs seem entirely at home in the 
air, showing considerable activity. If I did not grab them 
quickly, they would evade my hand and scuttle back into the water agdin.
This sketch is from notes in my note-book and is colored 
from/emory. It is close enough to identify the insect.
The reason I am stressing this one insect is because, so far 
as I say definitely, it is the only insect that has been 
taken as a pattern for an artificial fly, and only by a very 
limited number of Steelhead anglers. The artificial intended 
to simulate this bug is usually an imported May-fly, detached 
body covered with pale gray floss, whole feather wings from 
the shoulder of a drake mallards wing with a heavy hackle of 
blue gray. Which does not come within 700 miles of imitating 
the actual fly, to my notion. A muoh closer imitation would 
be So.8 quill Gordon dry-fly, tied very sparsely to be fished 
wet. But the body should be quite thick.
In describing the natural above, I should have said that the 
winged form is much heavier, 'stubbier' than other may-flies.
The person best qualified to tell you waht insects are ¿¿ken 
by Steelhead is Mr. Milton Bugbee, Vida, Oregon. He fishes 
pretty much the year around and makes his home on the MacKen- 
zie at t h e  Oregon address, besides w h ic h  th e y  have a n o t h e r  
place on the Klamath River at Somes Bar, Calif. Vida, Oregon 
is more apt to reach him. He has kept notes on what he has 
found in the stomachs of steelhead, or I should said - failed 
to find, as they are apt to either entirely empty or with just 
a few odds and ends, frequently of no nutritive value.
( I recall a 5 pounder from the Klamath that we kept to broil, 
that was loaded to the guards with wild grapes, loosened 
from the jines over the water by a high wind that day.)



I would hazard a guess that natural insects have had K̂ o measur
able part in the designing of steelhead flies. Late in the year 
there are not many flies on the water when the bulk of the fish
ing takes place, The fish are apt to be in deep, rough water 
calling for heavy gut and big hooks. The average steelhead angler 
is rarely the observant type of fellow. Mostly they are inter
ested in only in hooking fish by a mechanical repetition of 
long casts, pretty much at random. The fish are usually out 
beyond the distance where a small fly can be presented with 
any acouraoy. Only seldom do enough fish show to make it pay 
to try a dry fly. When fish are seen rising, they are more apt 
to be salmon than trout altho there is no of telling for sure 
which species it is as the salmon make a slow head and tail 
rise exaotly like that of a feeding trout.
As to dry flyb hackle, you are of course perfectly right the 
difficulty of getting natural,dun necks in any quantity. Even ' 
if dyed hackles do work as well as natural, the fact thatb 
really good white necks are almost unobtainable, makes it a 
never ending problem to keep a supply of blue gray and dun 
necks. An elderly aqquaintanoe of mine had quite a few natural 
blue dun necks about a year ago. I propose to wheedle out of 
him where he got them. As I recall it, they were not very ex
pensive! If I find out where he got them, I will let you know.
Mr. Bugbee is the sort of man that likes to do ffivors for 
other anglers. I feel sure he will gladly give you the results 
of his findings.

Yery truly yours

Caddis flies are in evidence all day long up our way in Montana. 
The main body of daddis flies spend the greater p&ft of the day' 
on grass stems in the meadows, congregating in vast numbers over 
the water about one hour before sunset, but there always a few 
individuals on the water regardless of the time of day.



FISHING GUIDE
'r.' By DONALD S. MARTINEZ

Totem Tackle Shop, West Yellowstone, Mont.
H  There is no better trout fishing region choice you will have to make yourself, 
v . In the United States than the section Some of the patterns that have been most 
/* within a radius*of 100 miles around West popular in recent years are Black Doctor, 
■  Yellowstone, Bigger fish may be taken Silver Doctor, Royal Coachman, both 

during a brief period in the fall in cer- bucktail and streamer wing, Matuka, (a 
• tein Steelhead rivers emptying into the New Zealand design), Jock Scot, Alexan- 

Pacific, and there are places where a dra, Mormon Girl with squirrel-tail wing, 
greater number of fish may be caught Black Nymph and Golden Demon. This 

times, but considering the great vari- list is by no means complete. More 
' ety of water, weather conditions, beauty important than pattern in wet flies is 

of scenery, accessibility, large average the way they are tied. They should be 
size of fish* long season and safe wading • on heavy hooks to induce quick sinking 
this district is without a peer. There are and most important of all, they must not 
hundreds of miles of large rivers running be bulky, because a fly that is over- 

V beside the highways, and other hundreds dressed will drag to the surface in swift 
< of miles of open water to be reached by water, regardless of the weight of the 

side roads and trails. Practically all of hook upon which it is tied. Flies made 
this water is on public land, either along the lines of British salmon flies are 
National Park or National Forest, open best, being designed to swim deep in the 

■ g B  PubUc. ' current,' They should be flat and stream-
This map is only an outline of the lined, and not made like an oversize dry-fly, 

available fishing. It will help you plan the common fault of factory flies in this 
your time to advantage, however. Space country. In waters tributary to Hebgen 

\  does not permit a full description of each Lake and in the Lake itself sizes 4 and 6 
' place. Where the map itself is obscure, are most used, in other waters they 
r or the text Is not clear, pease call on us should be smaller* with certain exceptions 

in the Totem for fuller information, that will be noted in the numbered 
Conditions vary from time to time; a descriptions of fishing places that follow, 
stretch of water that was barren in June As the experienced fisherman knows 
may be excellent in August, It is our without being told, the best dry flies are
bu&iness to keep posted. ; >[ apt to be small In size and dull in color.

■* - " ■ -------------------xhe nearer thev approach the natural
SHIPPING FISH insects in size and outline, the more likely

. We have facilities for keeping trout in they are to work. Here again pattern is 
cold storage, and if you plan to take êss important than, good floating 
some home with you, we will freeze them Qualities.
for you overnight. We do not charge our Commencing in 1938 we began collect- 
patrons for this service. Trout may be an  ̂ classifying natural trout stream 
shipped by Railway Express to any point insects from both the Madison and the 
In the country, the company keeping them Suuk River watersheds. It is our inten
ded until delivered. ' tioon to continue collecting the insects on

. which the trout feed, and to work out
m iR P T  TN  p ic iT  artificials with the co-operation of cer

tain expert fishermen. Dry-fly men can 
We are always grateful for the loan of make a more intelligent selection of flies 

an exceptionally large trout for display after examining the actual insects than 
purposes, but we deplore contests and they* can hope to do by acting on hunches, 
competitions based on size or number of or taking the advice of some tackle dealer 
fish caught, regardless of method em- in a remote city. The writer is well 
ployed. Competition has no place in trout equipped to tie flies in imitation of the 
fishing. A large catch of average sized natural insects of this section, having 
fish is interesting chiefly to the person been a fly ¿maker for 19 years. Where 
that caught them. Well-meaning people the pattern permits, we use game-cock 
sometimes offer us fish as a gift. We hackle exclusively, insuring durable, high- 
can not use them. Unless you intend to^ floating flies. By selling direct to the 
ship out a catch, please return surplus user we keep our prices at a level actu-’ 
trout to the water. It is harder at first ally lower than the cost of ordinary 
to put back a good fish than it is to hardware store flies 
catch it, but returning fish can be made 
a habit like anything else. Some of the 
best fishermen do not carry a net or a 
basket, releasing all their fish except an 
occasional very large specimen.

SELECTION OF FLIES

GUIDE SERVICE
There are several of us attached to the 

Totem in one way or another, that go 
fishing at every opportunity. Very often 
one of us can go along with a stranger 
to this section. W7e make no charge for

In wet flies, the consensus of opinion this sort of intangible service. We can 
favors flies larger and brighter than those always supply the names of competent 
commonly used elsewhere. This is about the professional guides, when required. In 
only observation that can be safely made, general, guides are not needed. With the 
so wide is the range of size and pattern, exception of the Madison FJver below the 
We can tell you what flies have taken dam, all the streams are safe to wade and 
prize fish in the past, and what patterns all worth-while water Is shown on this 
are delivering from day to day) the final map,

N. B. Hebgen is an artificial lake cre
ated by the dam at its western end.. The 
map shows the shore line at full high- 
water stage. When the water is at a 
lower level, certain bays will be dry 
ground with the streams flowing in their 
old channels. Choice fishing will always 
be had near where streams enter the lake, 
but when a lower water level exists, the 
stream mouths will not be where they 
are shown on the map.
Description of Places Identified by 

Numbered Circles on the Map
1. Mouth of the South Fork. Go West 

on No. 191 about 7 miles, turn right, 
checking road by small creek, go north 
about 3 miles to shore of lake. Many 
large fish will be seen feeding in the eve
ning in the slowly moving water of the 
river channel. Large wet flies best, boots 
or waders needed.

 ̂ 2. The South Fork. Turn right on Lake 
Shore road (marked with sign) 4 miles 
West of town on 191 as above, where 
straight stretch of highway ends. The 
stream may be reached by turning off 
on any of several side roads to the left, 
after driving two miles into the woods. 
Perfect Dry-fly water, trout average 18 
inches, mostly rainbows. Hip boots are 
sufficient. -

3. The Peninsula. Turn out across sage 
brush flat 4 miles from No. 191 on Lake 
Shore Road. Brings you out across the 
bay from No. 1. Very dependable place 
for good fishing late in the day. May be 
fished from shore or waded. Cut-throats 
and Grayling are often taken here, besides 
the commoner Rainbow and Brown trout.

4. Mouth of the Madison. 8.5 miles 
North of town, turn left an Lake Shore 
Road. Park anywhere about .5 miles after 
leaving highway. Fine run of slow-mov
ing water for either nymphs or wet-flies. 
High waders needed here.

5. Cross Madison River and turn left 
800 yarok at top of grade. Park in grove 
of pine trees a half mile west of high
way. River chahnel runs along this shore 
of the lake. Boots required here. Try 
dry files or nymphs in swampy back
water pools scattered among the willows 
for Eastern Brook Trout if lake shore 
does not produce.

6. Angle right from highway on old 
gravel road 8.4 miles north of) town com
ing out on Madison River near Thornton’s 
Camp, at old wooden bridge, that can be 
seen ups-tream from present cement 
bridge on highway. Good stretch of dry- 
fly water on far side of little island in 
the river about 300 yards above old 
bridge. Fish close to either bank.

7. Turn right on little dirt road at head 
of grade 300 yards after crossing bridge. 
About 1.5 miles after leaving highway 
the river’s presence will be indicated 
below high bank. River may be reached 
from several parking places along here. 
All fine water thru this stretch. Wet

(Continued on Back Page)
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v--- Flies best. Waders needed. Few fishermen 
work this water. ,
: 8. Turn right at Forest Service sign 

•‘Baker's Hole" 3 miles north of town on 
191. Very good place late in the season. 
Also a good place for a voluntary swim.
* 9. Back of the Barns. Most over-fished 

and at the same time the most productive 
stretch of the Madison. ’Mrn left one 
mile after entering Park. Road leads into 
a clearing with many buildings» the old 
stage-barns being the most prominent. 
The course of the river will be seen about 
a half mile cisiant. Two w^ite trestles 
mark Hole No. 1, next one downstream 
is Hole No. 2, distinguished by big rock 
where road leads down to the water and 
No. 8 is the last pool working down 
stream . If all three pools are busy, con
tinue down stream on dirt road running 
along the edge of the high ground about 
a mile, and try your luck. The water for 
some distance above and below the 3 
“Holes” is shallow and lacking in hiding 
places, which probably explains the pres
ence of so many trout in the “Holes."

10. The Cougar and 11. Duck Creek. 
Only recommended for expert dry-fly men. 
Plenty of good fish m flat, still water. 
Mud bottom.

‘ 12. The Grayling. Excellent dry-fly 
stream up to August 1st. Turn off high- 

: way to the right before reaching the 
place where the stream parallels the road. 
Reave; car when creek is reached. Fish 
up as far as barns on left bank facing 
up-stream. Fish will be in pockets in 
the riffles. Dry-flies best, hip boots 
sufficient.

13. About 7 miles inside the Park Gate, 
the road crosses the Madison. Upstream 
from the bridge is a stretch of very inter
esting dry-fly water. The fish lie along 
the bank which is cut under by the cur-* 
rent and also in depressions in the bed of 
the river., Can be fished from the bank.
; 14. The Nine Mile Hole. A little less 

than nine miles inside the Park gate. 
Two very large boulders about 150 yards 
apart on the near bank mark this spot. 
The boulders resemble haystacks that 
have been eaten away near the ground. 
The run of deep water past the space 
between the boulders is nearly a ways 
good for at least one big rainbow. Large 
flies, fished wet. Waders or hip boots.

15. The Firehole. Neither too hard nor 
too easy, the Firehole is the ace dry-fly 
stream of this section. The fish are most
ly Browns with a fair number of rain
bows. The thick growth of weeds in the 
stream harbor countless insect larvae. 
There is a big hatch of flies of one sort 
or another every evening and rishing fish 
can be found at all times. Fish over 3 
pounds are no rarity. The water is warm 
but the fish are in no way weakened • 
because of this fact. Some fine water lies 
right beside the main road where the 
canyon widens out above the fails. If you 
can get past this stretch withoutstopping 
to fish, you teach

16. The Mouth of the Nez Perce. Turn 
off highway to right crossing the Nez 
Perce Creek on plank bridge seen from 
highway. Park anywhere in the next 
quarter mile. This is a rather deep, slow- 
moving stretch of water, but feeding fish 
are most apt to be close to either bank or 
in the shallow glides. Very small dry 
files are Indicated here besides larger 
imitations of the various sedges flies that 
are nearly always in evidence. When ris
ing fish are scarce, try; nymphs, Waders,

needed, but good fishing can be had from 
the bank at times.

17. Continue on back road as above, 
until a small lake is seen on the left. A 
narrow road turns off to the left at the 
far end of flfce lake and curves back 
around the far side of the lake, bringing 
you within sight of a beautiful stretch of 
water that is very seldom discovered by 
the casual tourist type of angler. Ail 
ideal dry-fly water for a mile or more 
in either direction.

18. Grebe Lake. The place to get Gray, 
ling. This lake is closed to fishing by 
the Park authorities until late in the 
season. Ask before planning to visit it. 
A hike of about 40 minutes from the 
gate beyond which cars are not allowed 
brings you out on the southeast corner 
.of the lake, nea** the Grayling Hatchery. 
Mark the spot where you emerged from 
the woods well, if you plan on staying 
till dark. Best fishing will be found 
around east end of lake near mouth of a 
small creek. Besides the very plentiful 
Grayling there are some fine rainbows 
to be had here. Grayling are a moody 
fish, but by staying till dusk, a good 
catch is reasonably certain. Rather small 
flies are preferred, fished wet. Gauze 
wing patterns are highly recommended 
and squirrel tail patterns in size 12 will 
be found effective.

19. Slough Crek. The writer has never 
fished here, but people that know say 
that there are very large cut-throat in 
the flat stretches to be reached by the 
road and trail indicated on the map.

20. After viewing the Grand Canyon of 
the Yellowstone, time yourself to reach 
the part of the Yellowstone River above 
the falls anywhere from a mile-upstream 
from the mouth of Alum Creek to a point 
2 miles down from the outlet, at sundown. 
Every evening there Is a big rise of Yel
lowstone Cut-throat, all running about a 
pound. Dry-flies size 14 or 16 to match 
the duns on the water will do the trick 
here. Watch out for white marl patches 
in the bed of the stream: they are very 
slippery. There * is no handsomer variety 
of trout than these Cut-throat. Keep only 
five fish.

21. The Gibbon. Open water in the 
meadows. Plenty of good trout but by no 
means easy to catch. Recommended as a 
change from fishing in big waters. Dry- 
flies. Boots.

22. The Lower Madison. In the Gorge. 
Unlike the Upper Madison where the 
trout all run around two pounds, down 
here they come in all sizes. Your next 
fish may be six inches or six pounds. 
Most of them will be around 10 inches, 
and flies size 8 or 10 are most useful. 
The bed of the river is made up of round, 
smooth boulders, the current is swift, so 
unless you are experienced in swift water 
wading, it is advisable to pass up the 
Madison below the Dam. Neither felt nor, 
hob-nails hold well on the smooth rocks.

23. The Madison along here is not as 
swift and treacherous as in the part 
nearer the dam, but it is still no place 
for a novice. To reach the back road on 
the other side of the river, cross on the 
plank bridge leading to Cliff Lake Post 
Office. Best flies last season were Black 
Nymphs, size 10 and Black Quill with 
squirrel tail wing.

24. Cliff Lake. Take Tahoe on a Small 
scale for scenery. This is the best place 
we know, for a specimen Rainbow. Fish 
over five pounds are quite common.

Boats, guide and outboard when required 
may be had at Neely's Ranch at very 
reasonable rates. Early and late in season 
is best time for exceptionally large trout. 
Take warm clothing; sudden showers are 
frequent at this altitude but seldom last 
long. Medium sized Cut-throat occur in 
enough numbers to keep the fisherman 
interested if the big Rainbows happen to 
be sulking. Very large flies are needed 
and the best heavy leaders at your dis
posal. Neely's Ranch is outfitting point 
for pack trips to Hidden and Otter Lakes.

25. Red Rock Creek in Centennial 
Valley. 35 miles from town. Eastern 
Brook Trout and Grayling in good num
bers. Not recommended after August 10. 
Red Rock Lakes are the home of the last 
surviving Trumpeter Swans. A smaller 
stream than any listed above; hip boots 
are all the protection needed. Fish aver
age about 10 inches.

26. The Gallatin. The River is of only 
moderate size where it first meets the 
highway, but grows larger every mile it 
travels. After summer showers, it is 
sometimes milky for a short time. Usual
ly it is exceptionally clear, always cold 
and for the most part rather swift and 
shallow. * Like the Lower Madison, it 
holds fish of every size, but most of 
them are well-conditioned Rainbows of 
about three-fourths of a pound. Despite 
its fast current, it is an excellent dry- 
fly stream. After August 1st, flies made 
to imitate a grasshopper have been very 
effective.

27. Henry's Lake, Idaho. This is the 
only place listed where an Idaho license 
is required. A parking fee permits the 
visitor to fish in the mouth of the spring 
brook at Staley's Springs, ‘ where Cut
throat trout well worth mounting are 
often caught. After sundown is the best 
time.

Hebgen Lake is listed last because it 
is already well known. Large flies, such 
as the Alexandra take well, either from 
a boat or fished from shore. Those who 
do not fly-fish, take fish by trolling with 
fly and spinner combinations, streamer 
flies, various spoons and wobblers. The 
trout in Hebgen Lake run no larger than 
those in the streams running into it, 
averaging about two pounds. As to spe
cies they run Rainbow, Brown and Cut
throat in the proportion of about 5-4-1.

The North Fork of the Snake River in 
Idaho is outside the province of this map. 
We make many flies for some very par
ticular anglers who fish the Snake every 
year. South of Yellowstone Park lies the 
Jackson Hole country. For information on 
the streams of this section, the reader is 
referred to R. W. Carmichael, head fish
ing guide at Jenny Lake, Wyoming.

It is sincerely hoped that this Guide 
will make your stay in or near West 
Yellowstone more enjoyable. If we can 
save you a wasted day or introduce you 
to a new stream we will feel well repaid. 
One thing we are sure of Is that we know 
more about trout fishing than map-mak
ing, so our feelings will not be hurt in 
the least if you ask us to make clear to 
you anything that is written or drawn on 
this map. With a reasonable amount of 
effort you should catch some good trout 
every day of your stay in this section. 
If your luck continues bad, it may be 
your flies that are at fault. Perhaps we 
can help you. ,



March 11th, 1939*
l£y dear Hr* Kartinezt

The fly covered by your sketch is 
apparently Isonychla velma*. which is one of the flies 
I am trying to “craĉ c "¿own* îe have a fly of the same 
genus but of a different species here in the East which 
seems to be the basis for the Coachman Family of trout 
flies* I did an article for Country Life «aid The 
Sportsman sometime ego and they have finally published 
it in the March issue* lout might have a look at the 
article to see what X had to say about this fly*

I have only a few spsciments of 
Isonychia velma end would very much appreciate any 
nymphs,"dun3 and spinners you can collect. ilo doubt 
Mr* Macdonald vjould be glad to let you have the bottles 
and collecting fluid*

I have Just checked a collection 
of flies from the Mackenzie taken at Tida, but did not 
find any specimens of Isonychia velma* • It is a very 
active nymph, and both the duns and spinners are strong 
fliers so unless you are looking for them they are apt 
to be missed*

you will probably think me crazy, 
but X am of the opinion that both the Atlantic Salmon 
end the Steelhead take artificial flies because the gaudy 
fly, when fished deep in turbia water* appears to then 
to be an excellent picture or suggestion of the natural 
insects upon which they were accustomed to feed in think 
cX$&r water ¿Luring their youth# The whole prohlcia lo 
to make a picture that will appear in a fog the same 
way the subject would appear in good light*

It would seem that it Is not a quesfc 
tion of what the Steelhead is feeding on at the time it is 
caught, but what it was accustomed to feed on during the 
time it was originally in fresh water*

Am glad to get the name end 
address of Mr* Eugbee and will write to him in due 
course*

Yours sincerely.



P*S*
In ease you bare facilities for 'breeding chickens 

for hackle , You might get in touch with Hr* William 
Seymour, Carmel, H.Y* who has teen breeding Old English 
Blue Cameo for me for the past three years. He has 
quite a stock of blue birds and will undoubtly let you 
hare a couple of settings of eggs at a reasonable 
price. His birds are from the original stock which 
I brought over from England three years ago end this 
strain had been developed over a period of sixty years 
for quality and color of feather*

P.J.J.



April 13, 1939

Dear Mr. ^ennings:

Donald S. Martinez
723 S. ST. ANDREWS PL. 

LOS ANGELES

I attended school at Washington Green, Connecticut and remember very 
clearly catching some very nice speckles in the Shepaug River on 
live minnows, striped dace they were* The enclosed streamer fly 
recalls these minnows to my mind. If the natural arch of the feather 
were reversed it would come still closer to imitating these dace.
Along with this bundle of feathers were the finely barred specimens 
in the cellophane bag. I think these are what we have needed for 
a long time to use on bunoh wings where a dark wing is required.
Like yourself, I deplore split wings of mallard, teal or starling 
as being too opaque and very short-lived, but this feather seems 
to fill the bill perfectly. The markings are so fine they do not 
offend the eye as in teal or pintail barred side feathers. Used 
sparingly this new wing shows about as much pattern as the neurat- ion in an ephemdrids wings.
I got these feathers from 'HERTER'S, Waseca, Minn. They list them 
as "Bali Duck" probably one of the brown pin-tail ducks native to 
the southern hemisphere*.R. Bergman calls this feather "Yanosh" 
which sounds like it might be a trade name of Yiddish origin.
Just a word of warning some of the materials this Herter concern 
list, do not quite come up the glowing descriptions in the catalog.
Some day I hope I can raise a flock of Game chickens for the hackles. 
Unfortunately our dwelling occupies a 60 foot lot right in the 
middle of los Angeles, so keeping chickens, ^particularly roosters, is out of the question.
Offhand, I doubt if your McKenzie river correspondent will turn up 
that ’Isonychia Velma’. Where I found them was in the lower Rogue 
River, right down at sea level. The McKenzie is pretty high up in 
the Cascade range, and I imagine carries a very different assort
ment of insects as compared to the Rogue near its mouth.
I missed the boat on your article in Sportsman etc., being too late 
to buy a copy. Will pick up an old copy in a second hand book store.
The current Pishing Annual -(Sports Afield) carries an article I 

wrote last winter.. It is intentionally geared down to amateur level, 
but has one or two ideas in ityou might use some day. My small son, 
etat. IT, really caught the large Rainbow in the illustration, but 
the captions are the dditors, not mine.
Mr. MacDonald will be back from Hew Zealand in about a week, and 
we can start work on the artificials to match the samples you 
■ classified for him. If they turn out fairly well, I'll send you 
some for your opinion.

Very truly yours

f A



SK IL L M A N  F L IE S  
R. L. W I N S T O N  R O D S

DONALD S. MARTINEZ
WEST YELLOWSTONE, MONTANA

Ho y » 30, 1939
Dear Mr: Jennings;

WINTER ADDRESS  
723  So. St . A n d r e w s  Pl a c e  

LOS A N G ELES

By a co-incidence I just pulled out a little used sliding door 
in my work room and paused for a moment to lookat your photo- 
olipped from the American Magazine and tacked up on the door 
sort of for reference • just before the postman brougjjt your notte.
I did not not fish in the Snake at all last season, nor lid I 
collect any insects from the Snake, all my efforts being confined to 
the waters flowing Eastward from the divide. Aleck Macdonald’s 
keeper at,the coffee-pot Club did a little collecting from 
the Snake, but everything that guy did turned out wrong,'" His 
collecting fluid was wrong for one thing - my fault I guess - 
and some of his bugs took on a coating of crystals and looked 
like rock and rye whiskey. Other specimens disintegrated. The 
loss of his efforts was not a serious one, as his entire output 
of specimens was meager and haphazard. The man really tried to 
be co-operative, I think, but fod just did not make him a bug collector.
I took out an Iiaho license but just never did get around to fishing 
in the Snake. Another season, I propose to do a lot of fishing on 
the Idaho slope : it is only 9 miles to the Idaho line from our 
place, less than 20 miles over a fast highway to the best part of the 
Snake. You will note on the enclosed map that only some 6 miles 
separates the South Fork of the Madison from the Snake where it 
rises at Big Springs. The divide is a very low pass, in fact the 
whole district is essentailly level, accounting for the slow 
running streams. There are mountains all around, but they stand 
well back from the rivers for the most part. My idea is that the 
same or nearly the same insects occur in similar waters on both 
sidea of the divide. The Same Caddis in one instance,’ the large 
tan fellow with leathery wings and a p p a r e n t l y  the sam e Orange 
Crane fly as well as the same Brown Drake are found in both 
the Ho. Fork of the Snake and in The Madison and its tributaries, 
as they oould easily drift fromone stream to another on a high wind.
You probably meet more discriminating anglers than I do out here 
in the west, but my experience so far has been very disappointing 
as far as inducing people to use flies approximating the natural 
insects on the water. Dr fly fishermen, that is. I met with an 
entirely unexpectdd rsponse from the casual type wet fly fisherman.- 
In the case of the Orange Crane fly which is very common all thru 
late May and well into June, I oould not supply the demand for a 
crude imitation designed to be fished wet. Same way with the nymph 
of the very oommon Br«wn Drake.'My customers would look at the 
specimen in the bottle, then at the artificial, and always bought 
when I happened to have any tied up. Hot so in the case of the 
dry-fly lads, howvwcrr, contary to what you might expect. Matter of 
fact, we get a great many poseurs, all togged out in the latest 
gadgets, masqusBading as dry fly fishermen, who really don’t know



anything much about the sport, but are determined to impress all 
and sundry that they are experts. Bay Bergman, whom you probably 
know, tells me he has had the same experience ; that after a 
lecture on what fly is a good one to use from the natural imitation 
standpoint, taking ito acoount floating qualities, transluoense, 
height of wing, color as seen against the light, etc, etc., the 
customer will alwys, according to Bergman, say " Have you got a 
Royal Coachman"? Pretty discouraging from a commercial standpoint, 
but I am very glad to continue this insect collecting work just for 
my own information and amusement.
I shall send you all the inseots I have on hand, such as they are. 
Those in large bottles are those collected from the Dorth Fork of 
the Snake. Those in small bottles are from the Madison slope, except 
in two instances where the small bottles are marked Snake River.
If you are interested in getting a good collection of Snake River 
insects, I suggest you write to R.ff. (Bob) Carmichael, c/o Stanley 
Andrews Sporting Goods, 1144 Third Ave., San Diego, Calif. Bob is 
head guide at Grand Teton Park on the other fork of the Snake River.
He fishes every day from early May until late in Doverneber, and would 
be gald to help. An erratic bftrd, but a very capable fisheripan.
Mr. len Conway engaged him for a few days during the season just 
past and can tell you something about him. I recall that both Mr. 
Conway and Manning Barr mentioned knowing you, when I had the pleasure 
of going fishing with them last summer, by no means forgetting Mrs. 
Conway, for whom I. have a very high regard.
Getting back to the insects, PLEASE do not bother to classify them. 
Aleck Macdonald agrees that we had better forget any more work on 
the insects of the distriot up there until we get a complete collect
ion, which I intend to do myself next year, rather than entrusting 
it to some one elèe. By fishing in the Snake one or two days a week 
thru the season, I can tell which are the commoner insects and get 
an idea as to which ones the trout prefer, noting what I find in 
the stomachs of dead fish. Then when we have a complete file, we 
will start worrying about the classification.
One thing I would like to know is whether the May Fly dated July 4, 
Madison River, is the same bug as those from the Firehole June 11 
and also July 7th. I noticed that the Madison insects were smaller, 
darker and a bit longer in the caudal setae than thdse from the 
Firehole. Enough smaller so they could not be the spinner phase - 
or am I wrong about that. There is a third similar insect, a handsome 
Olive Drake, between these two in size, not quite as common as the 
Brown, the large Brown, I should say. All three are easy of imitation 
and very effective indeed dinting late May, all of June and the first 
few days of July. After that time dry fly fishing fell off badly 
and it was no longer easy to get a good catch.
I may oall on you later for a clutch of the Old English Game eggs.
A fishing aouaintance is getting a small ranch i n  t h e  c o u n t r y  and 
wants to undertake raising the birds, fully awsate of the bother and 
risks he will probably run into.

Very truly yours



71 Orange Street,
Brooklyn, New York#
December 11th, 1939,

Dear Mr* Martinez*
Thank you very much for your interest

ing letter and the two fly patterns enclosed* I have never 
seen en artificial tied to suggest a Crane Fly and am 
glad to have your pattern* Leonard West gives a dressing 
in his hook of an "Orange Crnnefly" "but I had never had 

} occasion to tie one# We see the naturals i«t times hut 
somehow I had alwoyB associated them with still water, 
which is generally poor trout water in this part of the 
country* I take it that the artificial kills well.

The Brown Drake is Ephemera slmulens» 
and is the only Mayfly found "both in the East and the West* 
It is a typical lake type fly and occurs In vast numbers 
on the northern lakes extending from Maine to British 
Columbia* I had a number of specimens from Canim lake B#C# 
this season* You did an excellent ¿oh of copying the 
nymph and I would not he at all surprised if you are not 
the first to tie a fly to represent it* Here in the East 
the fly emerges at night, in fact I collected a number 
of them emerging from lake Michigan around midnight, and 
for that reason fishermen do not often see the nymph# 
Incidentally, if you have a duplicate I would like very 
muoh to add this one to my collection of naturals* I 
suppose that it is a daylight emerger at high altitudes, 
is this correct?

All of the Brown Drakes which you 
collected, ranging from May 25th on the Snake to July 7th 
on the Firehole are Ephemera slcrulena. t She variation 
in size is probably due to a variation the amount of 
food available in the different areas.

The Brown Drake in general appearance 
and size is quite similar to our eastern March Brown, how
ever this latter fly lives in fast water and the nymph 
ollngs to the rooks# The nymph of the Brown Drake as you 
know 1b of the burrowing type and must live in places that 
provide suitable soil for burrowing such as sandy or 
silty bottoms* I will Bend you a few flies that I use 
when the March Brown is on and I believe that you will 
find them effeotlve for the Brown Drake as well* You 
will have to give me a little time to tie them as I am going to be rather busy until after Xmas*



Pont think there ia any question hut Yihat you will find 
the same flies on both the Snake and the Madison where 
similar water conditions exist* I think that the same 
flies will he found throughout the Hookies* It is a funny 
think that the flieB of the Rookies and the Pacific Coast 
are more closely related to flies found in Asl$* than to 
the ones on the East Coast* It looks ka if they oame 
from the same stock before the Bering Strait was broken 
through| while the Great Plains hare been an impassible 
barrier* ■.
See that you are making a fisherman out of your boy* He 
is certainly a nice looking youngster and from the size 
of the fish he. carts around must be some fIsherman*
Re collecting fluid! This season I used 4?* solution of 
formaldehyde, made by mixing one part of commercial 
formaldehyde with nine parts of distilled w$ter and it 
has worked ok so far* It will preserve nymphs as well as 
flies«
I fished a wet fly for a good many years and then went 
to the dry fly in a big way because I could use the natural 
inseot for a guide in selecting the fly pattern* For 
the past three or four years I have gone back to the wet 
fly, especially nymph patterns end find that wet patterns
oan be used intelligently and will generally produce ---- -
more fish* Many dry-fly men undoubtly think that, dry-
fly fishing iB the last word, but I am not at all sure* _|
I will make up a check list of the flies, but will not 
bother about the the soientifio names', except in the oass 
of the commoner ones* I will send back the naturals 
as soon as possible and would like to keep only one of 
the Craneflies and the Brown Brake nymph in oase you 
have duplicates*
Is the leathery Winged Sedge the Caddis which you think 
important? Hote that there is only a single specimen in 
your collection, so I wondered if it was really plentiful.
Thank you for your suggestion about Bob Carmichael, but 
I think we are getting a pretty good chefik, especially 
if you intending collecting on the Snake next year.
Let me know when and where you want the eggs shipped and 
I will get them off to you# late March end April is the 
best time to start them setting.

Yours sincerely,



SK ILL M A N  F L IE S  
R. L. W IN S T O N  R O D S

DONALD S f MARTINEZ
WEST YELLOWSTONE, MONTANA

Deoemebr 16, 1939
Dear Mr. Jennings:
Unfortunately that Brown Drake nymph is the only specimen that 
I was able to collect last summer. The hatch was quite abundant 
every evening that I happened to he on the Madison, or its 
ohief tributary, the Firehole, but that one nyph was the only 
I got my hamds on. I recall that I was scooping up hadfuls of 
loose muddy silt and idly washing out the contents very much as 
a placer miner sifts out the loose sand and grave}, in a gold pan. 
I really tried hard to get another speiiman or two, just so I 
could hhare them with interested people like yourself. Why it 
was so infernally hard to get these nymphs, I don't know yet.
At times the surface of the water would be dimpled all over 
where these flies were emerging from the npmphal skin. I could 
get all I wanted just as they were drawing themselves out of 
the shuck and right afterwards for a second or two. Inciden&ly 
the wings seem to harden in a jiffy, and the insect pauses for 
only a second or two before taking off. Much shorter time than 
most insects require to to get organized before taking flight.
I am reasonably sure that by doing a bit of dredging in the 
mud instaed of trying to grab a nymph coming to the surface I 
can get all the specimens I want next Junef and will send you 
some as soon as I can, but until then I need the one I did get 
for a part of my sales talk to help dispose of the artificials 
I have made up. Dislike to intrude the sordid commercial note 
but that bug in a bottle is the greatest saleman I've ver had,
So far as I can rememeber every single person to whom I showed 
that nymph together with the artificial, bought at least one or 
two, figuring that the nymph is common and the resemeblanee 
fairly accurate, they would be well on the road to success.
Matter of fact the artificial is fairly effective at that.
Feel free to take any of the other specimens that interest you, 
whether they happen to occur once or several times. The only 
one I value particularly id the Brown Drake nymph. I will make
you a water color sketch of it, however to take its place until
I can get you another on rather a lot of them.
The commonest caddis all season long is the ligh grey fallow,
about a size 13 or 12 gray hackle fly would approximate the 
size of the insect as it appears when the wings are in motion.
The next commonest i£ the dark gray mottled with brownish, a 
smaller insect about a size 14 - and the third commonest is 
the tan, leathery Wing Sedge, as I think of it. All three are 
exceedingly common, drifting up and down the stream in clouds, 
sesembling a fairly heavy snow flurry. Matter of fact some ev
enings last June we had both the simulated snow storm and the 
real thing at the same time, the weather being pretty goddam grim during all of June.

WINTER ADDRESS  7 2 3  So. S t . A n d r e w s  P l a c e  
LOS AN GELES



The Firehole is a warm river, open the year around with insect hatches 
and surface feeding trout all winter long according to the rangers.
In the fishing season the water temperature runs from the middle 
seventies well up into the eighties, b'lieve it or not. The weed 
hed are very dense, and the insect contenet enormous, due to warm 
water, year around growth and probably most important of all, there 
is no spring high-water whatever with consequent wash-outs. As 
you might expect from the occurence of still water forms, the rivers 
are slow moving, almost sluggish in fact. The surprising thing about 
this cock-eyed warm water and slow current set-up is the great 
strength and activity of the trout. The browns, even the smaller 
ones are miles ahead of any I ever took in Wisconsin and Michigan, 
for speed and stamina. They often take wild leaps like those of a 
fresh run steelhead. If anything they are a better fish than the 
rainbows, especially early in the year, when the rainbpws are still lean and out of cdndition.
The raising of the game cocks is entirely contingent on the continued 
interest of this rancher acquaintance. I propose to nurse him along 
and hope he doesn't change his mind about Undertaking this patter.
Take all the time you need with the naturals before returning them, 
and please do help yourself to those that interest you, with the 
one exception noted so verbosely above.
There is an Orange Crane Fly in Michigan, never plentiful, but very 
conspicuous because of its slow flight and long dangling legs. It 
never was common enough to warrant the making of an imitateion, 
but the Yellowstone species is a very common indeed. As you surmised, 
it occurs only in very slow rivers where they enter the Hebgen 
Reservoir and in the rather sluggish Snake River. A state entomol- 
gist told me that Crane flies in that district passed their larval 
stage in muddy ground near water, and could be classed as an aquatic, but that other forms were strictly terrestrial.
The Brown Drake "hatches"from 6:00 P.M. until full dark whioh is 
about 10:1# or 10:30 during June in Montana. It may hatch all night 
for all I know. By ten thirty we were always frozen to a point 
where walking was no longer safe due to congealed joints.
The caddis flies are on the water all day long, but in li lited numbers 
They spend their days running up and down grass stems flying out 
over the stream in a body about an hourbefore sundown or about 3 
hours before full dark, the twilight being long at that latitude.
Dry fly fishing is not very good when nothing but the caddis are on th 
water. Either a Gray (Plymouth) Bi-visible or a Brown Bivisible 
does fairly well for me during these caddis flights, but the fishing 
is only a shadow of what we get during the May fly season, some 
five weeks long, June 1st. to July 4th., that is.

*
Ihank you for your continued interest in our problems. I will be 
very glad to have the American March Brown dressing for reference.

yours



71 Orange Street,
Brooklyn, Hew York*
Beoember 27th, 1939«

Bear Mr* Martinez:
I was afraid that the nymph of 

the Brown Brake was the only specimen you had* as they 
are rather difficult to collect« I will hare my 
artist make-a drawing of it before I return it to you« 
Unfortunately Bhe is tied up illustrating a book for 
Scribners at the present time* but will be free in a 
few - weeks.*.

V X sent you a few Grey Fox Hackle, 
and Grey Fox Variant flies which work very well on Blow 
moying streams when the March Brown is in season* X 
usually use the G«F «Hackle during the day and the G.F, 
Variant late in the evening, Nearly all of the naturals 
have eggs of a yellow color and the gold tinsel must 
suggest eggs to the trout* In fishing flat water I 
find it advantageous to use a 12 foot leader tapered 
to 3X* leaders of this length are usually too light 
at the butt end so I tie them myself beginning with 15 
or 16 thousands gut and taper straight down to 0X* I 
realize that this is a rather light leader for Western 
fish, but it seems necessary for the best results on 
still pools and flat water*

For some reason I have never been 
excited about caddis flies, however a friend of mine in 
Seattle tells me that the "Orange Sedge" iB one of the 
best dry flies especially for fall fishing in the Coastal 
streams* I think that the early season caddis which you 
describe as being light grey, must be a speoies of the 
Grannom* These flies appear in countless millions 
on some of our streams and as they operate only at night 
it is practically impossible to interest a trout in any 
kind of a dry fly while these bugs are around*

I passed up the Firehole when I was 
in Yellowstone, first because of the water temperature and 
second because of the number of bears and tourist, I 
was told however that trout could be taken on a dry fly 
with a wpter temperature of 74& degrees and frankly It 
did not seem exoiting at the time* It is possible that 
the fish have beoome acclimatized and fish better than one



would expect*
You did not Bay anything about the artificial Crane fly» 
and I am wondering if it is a good killer? I think 
that the larva is aquatio, tut that it crawls ashore to 
pupate, hence the only time a trout would get a chance at 
the fly was during the egg-laying operation.
Think that you would he able to eollect some of the 
Brown Brake nymphs by means of a small scoop make of 
rausquito wire* The sandy accumulations behind rocks 
is the plaoe where they usually lburrow,
The emerging flies get off the water quickly if the air 
is dry, which it usually is at your altitude, 1m inclined 
to think that a little breeze helps them to get off the 
water as their type wing construction requires a slight 
.breeze for easy taking off as well, as landing on the water,
Will get the flies back to you as soon as I oan get 
a drawing made of the nymph, Apart from the Brown 
Brakes the collection is not very exciting. There is 
one fly, which we ordinarily Call the Quill Gordon in 
the collection* You probably know the fly as it has 
a typlwal quill body, and emerges early in the season*

Yours sincerely.



December 27th, 19259.

Bear Hr* Hecdonald:
Thank you very catch for 

the flies which have arrived safely*
Ur»Martinez has send me a few 

naturals collected In the Yellowstone district 
during the past season and I was agreeably surprised 
to find a number of specimens of Ephemera sIranians. 
This is a large 3'ayfly quite similar to the 
March Brown in general appearance* but differs 
in that the nymph like all of the Ephemera group 
burrows in the sand and silt* So far as I know 
this fly Is the only Hay fly which occurs in both 
the Bast and West* it is probable that it migrated 
via the Canadian lakes where it occurs in vast 
numbers.

In view of the fact that this 
fly also occurs on the still waters or placid pools 
of the Snake* I thought that you might be interested 
in trying some Grey Fox flies which work on water 
of a similar type here in the East, when flies of 
the March Brown group are in season* I am sending 
you a few of the Hackle patterns, which I used 
on the Ausable with good results, as well as a 
few of the ?iiianto which seem to work better late 
in the evening*

Will be glad to have a sample 
of the dry' Stonefly if you can dig up one. I used 
a fly of that type o> n the heavy water of the lower 
Madison with some success.

Tours sincerely.



SK IL L M A N  F L IE S  
R. L. W I N S T O N  R O D S

W INTER ADDRESS  7 2 3  So. S t . A n d r e w s  P l a c e  
LO S AN GELES

DONALD S. MARTINEZ
WEST YELLOWSTONE, MONTANAJanuary 3, 1940

Dear Mr. Jennings:
Thank you very much for the two dressings of the Grey Fox. I had 
already cribbed the winged Grey Fox from A Book of Trout Flies, 
and judging from the flies you sent me, I got it reasonably close to 
your patterns. I am glad to have an additional argument in favor 
of wingless flies. I can do double split wings with fair results, 
but as you very well know they are very tedious to make.
I am sending you a few samples of certain flies. Please notice 
the "Biroh's Favorite" - a pattern and size essentially similar 
to your Hackle Grey Fox. I tried this fly during the Brown Drake 
hatch and had very few refusals. When the trout started for the 
fly he always took it. Dot caring for the softish Golden Pheasant 
breast feather tail of the Grey Partridge front hackle, I made up 
some substitute flies, to use as an alternate. These might be des
cribed as Multi-hackles Variants,“resembling the M-H Gold Variant 
except for the fur body. Being anxious to arrive at a dressing that 
I could conscientiously recommend to my customers (- I damn near 
wrote ’patients' ) I took very close note of the performance of this 
fly. I failed to note a single 'refusal'.
Quite a coincidence; your Grey Fox, Hackle is almost the same fly 
except lighter in tone.
I also enclose two louis-Rheadish flies made to sell. It is very discour 
aging the way fishermen see insects much bigger, darker and more 
strdhgly colored than they really are.
I will get more specimens of that May-fly nymph, you may be sure.
It will pay me well to send samples of some of these larger and 
more easily copied insects to stores and resorts retailing my wares.
Regarding that Crane Fly. It is a good killer, very good as a matter 
of fact, but it is a lake shore or meadow insect, not a stream inseot 
so far as I know. It was very much i n  e v id e n c e  d u r in g  l a t e  May and 
the first half of June in the meadows where the So. Fork of the Madison 
enters the Hebgen Reservoir - "THE P E D I D S U L 5  on my store map. Wet Fly 
fishing is very good all season at this point, almost too good, as it 
attracts a lot of fish hogs. I did not notice this crane fly in any 
great numbers elsewhere. I did see a few on the Madison, I recall, 
and Rawles, keeper at Coffee-Pot turned in a specimen from the Do.Fk. 
of the Snake. Paler in color but the same as the Madison watershed 
Crane Fly otherwise. I have a hunch that the Crane flies noticed on the 
streams had drifted in from ajaoent meadows -
I should have remarked above that there were many refusals - 'short 
rises' I mean, to the Louis Rheadish 'Pictorial' may flies.



If the inBeot you identify as a 'gordon' is the one I think it is, I 
am going to have to think up a new name for the showey looking flies 
I have "been selling right along as 'Gordons’.
By the way, there is a small Caddis- about a 16 or 17 approx., very 
common indeed on the Owens River, a fourth rate watercourse in 
central California. I was instantly struck with the resemblance to 
the Grannom as made by English fly-dressers. Mottled Grey wing, 
rather roughly segmented body, and brilliant green eggs, the color 
amd sheen of peacock sword feather. About the only stream insect I have 
ever been able to identify from a store bought fly, incidentally.
I rationalize the use of a metal body as on a M-H Gold Variant, 
by remebering that Dunne points out that a metal body has a high 
light along either side, probably giving an effect of translucance.
As you say, that insect collection isn't so hot. In fairness to the 
fishing up our way, I should point out that it was a sloppy job of 
collecting except during the first 3 or 4 weeks of the season. I lost 
interest in it partly because of lack of interest on the part of my 
customers and partly because of lack of co-operation by one or two 
individuals that I had counted on doing a good share of the work. 
Another year, I will do better, however, just for my own information. 
One of many regrets is the fact that I dozed thru-a course in Limnology 
under. Doctor Beedham. I took it with the vague idea that it might 
help my trout fishinggi which it probably would if I had studied harder. 
I now remeber exactly nothing of the whole course. Please never tell 
the good Prof, that ohe of his studenst was so utterly indifferent.
-Probably my best bet to learn something is to cultivate a dertain 
State entiraologist who fishes up our way. If he will let me go with 
him a few times, I think I can pick up a lot.
Thank you for the sample flies and for your sustained interest.

P.S. The Reversed Caddis Plies are new and untried, dut snouia 
do well. They will be good floaters, the hook is partially con
cealed and the horns (antennae) will stay onxpoint the right way.

Very B r  "



Dear Mr. Mar tine

71 Orange Street, 
Brooklyn, Hew York*
January 9th,

Thank you very much for your 
letter and for the flies. I am trying to get 
together a workable collection of flies from the 
entire U.S, with the idea of finally cataloging 
them with the natural flies which they imitate,

I am not at all sold on the idea 
of exact imitation, but I am |§ery much interested in 
knowing what pattern of artificial fly will kill, 
when a given nat|tral fly is present or in Beason.

Gordon designed two flies, one 
the Quill Gordon» the other the Gordon, The latter 
fly is seldom used here in the East, Gordon called 
this fly the Golden Spinner and I imagine he must 
have designed it to imitate Iron humeral!s a light 
yellow fly which occurs in scattering numbers on 
some of our rapid streams * There is a similar 
natural in the West.Iron longlmanua, but it has not 
showed up in any of the collections' from the Yellow
stone district«

The Quill Gordon, however, 
represents Iron pleuralls a very important early 
fly which emerges here during April and May. You 
have a similar fly» Ihithrogena brumiea common 
over the entire West*» It is interesting to note that 
this same family of flies is represented in England 
by Rhithrogena semioolora after which several flies 
have been paiter^nedV viz,, Greenwell’s Glory, Blue 
Quill, Blue Upright, Blue Dun etc.

Think that you will find
that the Grey Fox flies will work when the Brown 
Drake is up, but you will have to use a long leader. 
My experience has been that lightly lightly hackled 
flies work better on still water than winged flies.

Do you handle any flies
othei? than those you tie yourself? Hote that your 
letter-head carries the name Skillman flies, and 
I was interested to know what they are.

Yours sincerely,



71 Orange Street,
Brooklyn, Hew York.

: ■ February 26 th, 1940*
Bear Mr• Martinez t.

'v Well my artist finally got around to 
meking a drawing of the E.Simulans nymph, so I am 
returning your entire oolleotion under separate coyer*
I retained one specimen of E,simulans, otherwise' 
the oolleotion Is intact* I think I mentioned that 
several bottles were broken on the trip east and I 
hope that there will be no further loss suffered.

Rhithrogena brunnea* oooupiea rauoh 
the same position in western streams that Iron pleural«» 
is does here in the east end I believe that you 
will find that a well tied Quill Gordon will do the 
trick when R.brunnoa is on* If you could got a few 
of the duns or subimagines I would appreciate 
having a specimen*

Ephemera slmulrns. seems to be 
Quite important end I Will' be interested to hear 
if the Grey Fox flies work out to your satisfaction.
I may get out to northern Michigan this year and I 
have .tied a few ”Brown Brake Straddlebugs" to try in 
.case E.simulans la emerging* (Sample enclosed) These 
flies can be fished either wet or dry end as you 
probably know are used extensively in Ireland for 
lake fishing, when 1* vulgata is emerging*
‘ n!f: • There is a large yellow Mayfly
of the genus Hexagenia common to lakes, as far west 
as Minnesota and it is possible that you have a 
similar fly, do you remember seeing it?
v ,, Yours sincerely,



Donald Martinez*» Yellowstone Collection*

June 9th,** Firehole*«Ephemera simulane, Brown Drake
Hay 25th,*v do
June 25th,, Madison do
June 26th,v Madison do
July 4th,•» Madison do
June 14th.* do
May 25th,;* HegBen*.« C allibi

Brown Drake nymph

July 2nd,,«Snake...*• Rhithrogena Brunnea, Quill Gordon
June 30th,. Madison«* Acroneuria pacifica, Stone nymph
July 6th,.* Madison** Polynareys California, Brown

Stone*
May 24th,,«Hegben**• Ichneumon fly, lays Its eggs

By injecting them into a living 
caterpillar.

July 22nd,. Snake.»* Larva of a diving Beetle, commonly
called a Water-Tiger

July 13th,* South Fork, Lacewings; the larva is un
known to science. There is 
another Bottle without label 
which contains the same#

Aug 16th,* Snake**,. 1 Baetis, 1 Yellow Sally

The Bottles containing small Caddis, small stone flies 
end Craneflies seem such a mixture that I have not 
attempted to get them classified.' If you can get 
a sufficient number of Caddis flies of one species,
I will Be glad to send them to Cornell for identifi
cation.



SK IL L M A N  F L IE S  
R. L. W IN S T O N  R O D S

.Will use the Straddle-bug lough Erne type fly for a "Spinner 
ILLM AN F L IE S  W i n  report on it along with Grey FQx W INTER ADDRESS  

723  So. S t. A n d r e w s  Pla c e  
LOS AN GELES

Tl

Dear Mr. «Jennings:

DONALD S. MARTINEZ

March 1st. 1940

I am exceedingly grateful to you for going to all the trouble you 
have in this matter of Yellowstone insects. Although, as Ray Berg
man told me last fall, you can harangue some guy for an hour about 
the desirability of matching size color and outline of whatever 
insect is most prevavlent, etc., etc, and when you run out of 
breath the customer says " Have you got a Rpjral Coachman ?"
Even so, I propose to keep at this collecting. I most certainly 
3hall get a number of individuals of each of the successive 
caddis hatches for you, and enough Simulans nymphs so we can pass 
out a few of them. I can bribe or bully my small songi into getting 
the specimens we need, if unable to do it myself.
Hot surprised some bottles were broken. Mr. Farley’s stout lads 
always manage to bust everything they handle. Will pack in sawdust 
henceforth. Matter of fact, the most valuable specimens to me ar$ 
the crane fly and the simulans nymph, being easily copied with a 
fairly obvoius wet fly imitation, the others I do not value at all.
In a recent letter you asked about "Skillman” flies. I use that 
name as a trade name for the stuff I sell to stores and rsorts. 
Skillman is my middle name, giy mother's family name - town near 
JSrinceton is where the first settlers of that name held forth, 
later some of them moved to Michigan. The name Martinez establishes 
a presumption in peoples’ mind that I am a. Mexican, and not likely 
to have done much trout fishing. Around here everyone whose name ends 
in EZ is automatically a Mexican. If solvent and fairly presentable 
Mexicans become "old Spanish Families" to their faces. I fall 
some where in between being neither one nor the other - l/4 Spanish 
via Hew Orleans. All of which has nothing to do with trout fishing. 
Incidentally, calling the Yellowstone enterprise "Totem Packle Shop" 
hasn't helped natters . ¿dded to the foregoing, I look a good bit 
like Carl Potter, my landlord at Yellowstone, handle Winston Rods 
which are generally known as Stoner rods and invariably confused 
with Powell Rods. Figures out as some six or seven aliases.
For several seasons in a row, I used to fish in northern Michigan. 
Always liked the Jordan from Chestonia down to its mouth near East 
uordan the best of the lot, with the B.oardman my second choice. The 
Jordan is about the world's coldest stream, rather hard to wade and 
to iiih but a grand stream just the same. Late in the season, after 
August 15th., the big rainbows run up the lower two or three miles of 
the Jordan from" Pine Lake every evening. I can't prove that they do 
not stay in the stream all day, but I never saw but one or two in full 
day light. They used to run from 2 or 3 pounds up t'̂ unmanageable 
size. We used sizable salmon flies for them size 2 to 2/0.
I will look for the large yellow May, but it seens to me that the 
lakes around Yellowstone do not produce-May flies as lakes do elso-
whsepe. ery truly your“



' 71 Orange; Street,Brooklyn, Hew York».
Maroh 25th, 1940»

Bear Mr* Martinez)
Under separate cover I am 

sending you a few screwy looking dry flies, which 
I hope will look to a fish like a Yellow Stonefly 
in the act of depositing it’s eggs.

V  As near as I can tell theA-ih a 
fair hatch of the light Stonefly, (Acronuria pacifioa) 
on the lower Madison along in the latter half of 
June and I thought that you might see if these 
flies would work,

A friend of mine in Seattle tried 
the same design, tied with a dark grizzle hackle to 
suggest the Bark Stonefly, and he writes me that it 
worked very well.

The reason I asked about the 
Skillman flies was to ascertain if you handled 
flies by other manufacturers in your Bhop at West 
Yellowstone, If you did, I was going to suggest 
that you try a few of the Iris Ho.l Streamers 
tied by Byon and Coulson, Buffalo, H.Y, I have 
spent a great deal of time and money developing 
the Iris design, and I turned the fly o v e r  to  them  
on an exolusive royalty basis, with the hope of 
getting some of my money back. The fly killed 
very well last year on all kinds of fish and I 
think it might kill well in the West, that is if 
there are any minnows or small fish in the streams.

The basis of the design, is 
the fact that light entering the water from any 
angle other than vertical is split and large fish 
feeding on small fish see the small fish by means 
of split light.

Yours sincerely,

Sample Iris H o . l  enclosed



SK IL L M A N  F L IE S  
R. L. W IN S T O N  R O D S

W INTER ADDRESS  7 2 3  So. S t. A n d r e w s  P l a c e  
LOS AN GELES

DONALD S. MARTINEZ M  30
WEST YELLOWSTONE, MONTANA

Dear Mr. Jennings:

Manning Ba?r” h L  ! th?n/you know and Ha^ H
whomis a good fisherman if there ever was one and many 
S8tui0 order, so I shouldn t kick«
I have on hand a considerable stock of lyAn and Coulson streamers that I a c q u i r e d  when I took over the shop at Yellowstone. It was 
originally a combination of tackle, soda fountain, souvenirs p 
card? bedlam and tourists, now happily H h H B M B W B B Iprise, but muchof the residuary stock M H M j M M M i i  
and Coulson stuff. I shall add your the:Vth?uhrinping it up to date* I "buy Quite a t)it ô. ,  ̂ iiottp“1!their west oSast man, -«on Morrell of Fresno, 8ood outfit and Uorre.l,
uniquely, g o e s  fishing himself.
That nrismatic streamer will work in Cliff Lake, see back of map - 
wheie ih«t is In Indigenous smelt, a long, long way from home on 
which the trout feed, probably accounting for their "e-rs.tion and rapid growth. I am getting prismatic conscious of 1 H H H  
I think that the flashes or gleams appearing | H H H  
of running waters must be caused by rainbow colorde S H j  . * ,
the undersurface. We go swimming on hot Afternoons in the H  H H  
i propo'se io lie on the bottom in fast water and look —  
'uifâ e. I have thought right along warn opaque niorate 1 | H  leaders werS all wrong. H  experiment should produce one 
of those snappy $50.00 magazine articles I get off irom g a—  
time and render me outwardly cleaner than most citizens o i is 
Yellowstone, at the same time.
T h a v e  re^^ntly written Mr. Oeymour asking the privilege of buying 
one ”  tlo'SlutchL of O.E.Blue Bun eggs. Too early yet to expect
a reply.
Thank you a g a i n  for sending me the vory useful flies

Yours truly

have an article in Fishing Annual now on newsstands - ?



S K IL L M A N  F L IE S  
R. L. W IN S T O N  R O D S

W INTER ADDRESS  
7 23  So. S t . A n d r e w s  P l a c k  

LOS AN G ELES

DONALD S. MARTINEZ
WEST YELLOWSTONE, MONTANA 

June 4, 1940

Dea* Mr. Jennings*

I am sending you separately a nymph of the current American March Brown, 
the same as the one I selfishly refused to give you last winter and then, 
as you probably reacll, the bottle got broken on the return journey to Los 
Angeles. -

If you want a number, say ten or twelve of these specimens, let me know by 
Air Mail, and I can dig up some more with no great trouble. The "hatch" will contin 
ue another three weeks, but the umber of nymphs will of course diminish as 
time goes on* , \

There is a heutiful dun on the water now; I am guessing that it must be the 
insect that suggested the Hedrickson pattern; it certainly suggests it. I will 
collect a few of these to send you later.

I have ordered some Iris No.l to try in some of the bigger waters around here*
I rpopose to get these into the hands of anglers skilled enough to give them 
a little better than an even break. _A lot of my giitnii clientele only catch 
_fi8h through a minor miracle. ̂  Will Try to gaT a picture oT'some'Tisti taken on 
them, if theyHreppento be outstanding specimens.

The Madison River in the Park, and the Firehole are just coming into their 
best form right now. We have been having some great fishing the last few days.

I have some 8 Specimens of the nymph on hand, and will get some more, just 
in case. Please call on me for more of them, if you can use them.

Very truly yours



71 Orange Street,
: ; Brooklyn, Hew York#

Jane 25th, 1940*
Dear Hr# Martinez*

Hare ¿ust returned from a trip 
to the Michigan Ausable, where I had some nice 
fishing for Brown trout# Took a number of good 
fish Including one 19 inch 2 lb 10 oz all on 
Iris Streamers#
■ Had expected to connect with
the hatch of the large mayflies (Hexogenia) commonly 
colled "Fish Flies" or "Caddis Flies" in Miohigan, 
but the hatch was delayed probably on aooount of 
the late Spring#

Thank you a lot for the 
rymph of the "Brown Drake” Ephemera slmulans, 
Hotloed that you referred to it as the nymph of the 
American March Brown which oocurs only here in 
the East* Ho I will not need any more of these 
but I want to thank you again for sending this 
specimen*

Good luck and tight lines, 
Yours sincerely,



71 Orange Street,
Brooklyn, Hew York,
April 12th, 1940*

Beer Mr, Martinos;
■ • * fhonk you very much for your
for your letter of lisrch 30th end m  glad to know 
that you are going to stock some of the trie 
Streamers, X think that they will work in cliff 
Bake as you suggest* We rode over to cliff lake 
on horseback from Hutohin*s Bench a couple of years 
ago and found the lake a dead calm* Could not 
raise a fish to a fly tut managed to land & two 
pound BeJLnbow on a small spinner deeply sunk*
• ' • ' C Bo not think that you willfind out very much by trying to see under water 
unless you have a pair of water-tight goggles. Our 
eyes ere designed to receive light from the air, 
and asks the necessary corrections to compensate 
for the bending of light as it passes from air into 
the watery portion of our eye* Water has an 
entirely different index of refraction end wo can 
see clearly only, when we protect the eye with 
some water-tight gloss such as goggles or a helmet,

■ I ' 1  It is fumy that you broughtup the question af leaders, as I had ¿ust sent 
Xyon and Couisom tlie specification of a leader 
which as far as I can toll is practically invisible 
to trout under any light condition* A ample is 
enclosed end If you like it I believe that you can get them from X&C*
_ ' Have not seen Kr* Seymourlately, but imagine that he can let you have 
a setting or two of Blue Game eggs,

B  Enjoyed your article inthe «Fishii^ Annual« and liked the looks of the 
Jordan* We ore going to the Michigan Ausable in 
June end if we have time will certainly have a look at the Jordan*

;;: V. ■ Yours sincerely,
Mr* Bonald 3» Martinez,
723 S, St, Andrews Place,
Bos Angles, California*



SK IL L M A N  F L IE S  
R. L. W IN S T O N  R O D S

W INTER ADDRESS  7 2 3  So. St . A n d r e w s  P l a c e  
LOS AN G ELES

DONALD S. MARTINEZ
WEST YELLOWSTONE, MONTANA

Decemebr 30th. ,1940

Mr. Preston Jennings 
71 Orange St.
Brooklyn, N.Y.

Dear Hr. Jennings: „

Thank you for remembering uq with the Christmas card.

I wishl could say that evrything was fine in i-he poultry yard, but it isn’t.
It seems that nearly all the eggs hatched and the birds grew almost to maturity 
and then went down with some epidemic - singularly fitting name of chicken pox - 
and the last I heard there were four survivors - three hens and an ambiguous 
individual that the poultry man-swears is neither a cock nor a hen. This does not 
seem likely. It is probably a rooster. Being away all summer, the continuance of this 
■hackle raising project is largely out of my hands. If Maynard Reynolds wants to 
go aheadand try again I will join him. Very likely he will by the time the 
egg laying season comes around again.

In the matter of the "IRIS" streamers. I always have an axe to grind* I mean that 
when fishing I'like to use my own original patterns In the hope of snagging a 

' record fish. Howver, I took an "IRIS" out of stocj and put it on my hat-band but
neglected to give it a fair trial until almost the end of the season. The dry j
did get around to using it I hooked and landed two large fish in the first few 
casts, then raised and held briefly 1 1 good fish, one right after another and 
all in the same bend. If I had been on a rock steelhead river I would have looked 

| at the hook after losing the first of these 1 1 strikes, but hook breakage is 
j very rare in this grassy, meadow stretch of the Madison. Yep, the hook was broken.
| Even so, the fly raised a remarkable number of fish in a short stretch of river,
\ and next summer I can and will conscietiously plug the fly.

No new developments in flies to report. I am going to have to work out a green 
beetle which I think I will just turn over to Major Frierson. He fished in 
New Zealand a few winters back, and down there they set great store by a green
beetle which is apparently very close to the one .we have for about a week each
year. The trout seems to prefer Ijjjhis Beetle to anything else and very hard to 
take when it is one the water. Land insect or no, it appears on the water in 
considerable numers. A brown hackle, size 14, with sword feather body will take an
occasional trout when this beetle it out. The other prohlem will be No. 1$
Black Gnat, a slim bodied insect with white bands between the abdominal segments.

This horrible looking grub -"Wooley-worm" is a made over bass and croppie fly.
Properly fished it is murderous all season long. I made and sold as many of
these things as all other flies combined Iasi summer. I hate the looks of them and
consider them more of a lure than a fly, but they have had a boon for the two
seasons last past with no sign of a let up. They should be used only in still or 
very slow water, fished deep, with a twitching of the line by the left had. The 
movement of the hackl is what gets ’em, suggesting perhaps the waving breathing 
apparatus of the May-fly nymphs and others.

I have owed you a letter for a long time, I believe. I have,not written because 
nothing noteworthy has turned up. I do appreciate your interest in my problems.

Very truly yours



71 Orange Street,
. Brooklyn, N,Y,

January 12th, 1941,
Dear Mr* Martinez:

It was nice to hear from you 
again and while you may have thought that you clid 
not have anything to write about, your letter was most interesting,

Dont know what to think about 
the Game Chickens, as Bill Seymour has from time to 
time had the same difficulty with the birds he is 

breeding for me, that is they would die off for no 
apparent reason* On the other hand my fishing partner 
Mr* Stauffer has been breeding the same stock for 
three years and has never lost a chicken except 
from some well known cause such as hawks rats etc,
This stock has been bred in England for hackles for 
some sixty odd years and it is possible that they 
have been weakened by too much inbreeding and will 
pick up any germ that is floating around,

I have the same trouble with 
hooks breaking, especially when I try to handle too 
much line in a strong wind, I aia glad, however, that 
you got a coî jhle of good fish on the Iris before 
.the hook broke. The fly has worked very well all 
over the country including Alaska and Canada for 
all kinds of fish. The No,l pattern/ is better in 
in strong light and I am now working on other designs 
for conditions where the light Is poor.

The wooly worms are evidently 
taken for the emerging pupa of a large Caddis fly. 
Caddis flies are abundant in the Rockies and many of 
.them emerge during the late season. You probably 
know that the larva after completing its growth,covers 
the £ opening to its house with a grating and under 
goes a pupal period. During this period the change to 
a fly takes place. On emerging from the house, the 
.fly Is still swathed in an envelope or pupal sheath, 
but the legs are left free for swimming. It is my 
understanding that while. In this condition, tlie fly 
or pupa will do a lot of swimming around especially 
if it has difficulty In breaking the sheath. This 
generally takes place at night and frr that reason 
the process has been little observed by fishermen but 
the trout apparently know all about it.

*rrJ >Yours sincere!



SKILL-MAN F L IE S  
R. L. W I N S T O N  R O D S

W INTER ADDRESS  
7 2 3  So. S t . A n d r e w s  P l a c e  

LOS AN G ELES

DONALD S. MARTINEZ
WEST YELLOWSTONE, MONTANA

Marcii 29, 1941

Dear Mr. Hennings:
This is a tardy reply to your last letter, written in mid-January. 
nothing has come up to write about, 0r I would have written sooner.
For two years I have been trying to scheme out a practical way of 
representing the breathing filaments on the back of a May fly 
nymph’s abdomen and I think I have finally.hit it. I realize that 
the sample nymph pattern herewith is too bright in color and too 
dark. Whne you make flies to sell, it is necessary to take into 
account the customers preferances. Two fo these are that the fly 
be a color harmony and fairly low in price. For more advanced 
fishermen the Maribou filament should he a grayish-yellow and the 
raffia on the belly natural, with the wing case a medium tan.
Even so, I am quite certain that this design will catch fish. 
During the May-fly hatch the fish are on the ppod most of the 
time and will grab almost anything. Right there is where so many 
weird patterns and crazy ideas get their start, I Suppose.
I am pleased with the filament idea on my new nymph but rather 
sour on the rest of it. It is likely that I will fetch up with 
something entirely different lateron.
It has rained a'great deal this winter out here. Do chance to 
do any local winter steelhead fishing. Other years we have had 
some pleasant times in nearby streams all winter long, but they 
are still running very high and muddy. Season is closed now.
To get good winter-fishing around here yon have to take some 
slight liberties with dates and political geographical divisions, 
but we put back all the fish we get in the winter anyway, ŝo the 
conscience is fairly clear.
Expressman just brought back my two 'tfinston "service 
varnished ready to go. Hot Dog I Only six weeks now.

rods" newly

I will haaard a guess that Harlan Major wishes he was dead before 
he gets through answering letters about his fishing article in 
the current Collier's.- Risky business.
In case you think that maribou has possiblities as a body material, 
I am enclosing some - dndyed - in case you do not have any in 
your kit.

Very truly yours



19th 1941»
;Hy dear Mr» Martinez;

I hopo you will forgive mo Tor not answering your letter of March 29th at a 
.. sooner date hut the fact of the matter is that I 
misplaced it and only just found it* Thank you 
a lot for the nymph and the raffia and Maribou.
The nymph looks good and I am sure ’will."' íÉke fish at the proper place and time* v
Have you tried Beaver fur for gills ? This is a 
softfur with lots of action in the water* and it may he easier to apply than the Maribou* The 
enolosed nymph is one I tied last year for trial 
in Michigan during the Gaddis or Fishfly hatch, 
which incidentally is a large yellowish Mayfly, 
but I did not have a chance to try it as the files I 
did not put in an appearance as per schedule*
Have done very little fishing so far this season as 
most of the streams have been closed on account of 
the'dry season and the number of serious fires. Do 
expect to make up for lost time during July when 
I expect to go to Now. Brunswick for Atlantic Salmon.
Have hoardea good deal about the Winston rods end 
understand that he does a good job of rod building*
I have acquired a couple of rods during the past year 
both of which were built by amateurs. The real 
secret of any rod in my opinion is in the selection 

of the wood and really good wood is not available in commercial quantities*
W rite  t o  me when you g e t  tim e  an d  I  w i l l  t r y  n o t 
mislay your letter again.

Yours sincerely,



September 21st, 1941.
Dear Mr* Martinez;

Have just been looking over some 
old letters and happened to run across one of yours dated 
March 6th 1939 in which you write of a natural fly 
which occurs,on the Rogue, Klamath etc during October.

I am positive that this bug is the 
Mayfly of the Coachman family whijli I have been trying 
to obtain and I wonder if you or '¡any of your friends 
could collect a few of the liymphs, duns and spinners 

- for met The nymphshide under rocks and feed by 
■sticking their front legs out into the current, the hair 
on the front legs being so arranged hat food drifting 
with the current is directed into their mouths* As 
you say, the nymph crawls out on a rock, splits its 
shuck and the winged fly emerges. The dun can be col
lected from the stream at times, especially if it is 
damp weather, but the spinner is usually found around 
lights at night, they then carry a mass of greenish 
eggs*

This group of Mayflies are called 
Isonyohia because they have two equal pads on t)elr front 
feet* Here in the east Isonychh bieclor. is the basis 
for the Leadwing Coachman, Coachman, and Ro~ al Coachman 
while the western species, Isonychia veIma, is apparently 
the basis for the California Coachman, as well as the 
"Goverjwit* and flies of that type.

I am still trying to get together
a workable collection of western naturals and this is 
about the only common fly that I have not got in my 
collection and I hope that yew will be able to help 
me out*

Do you or any cf your friends 
fish for winter steelhead? Apparently these fish are 
interested in the migrating young of the Candlefish 
and most cf the effective winter flies seem to to 
predicated upon a. minnow or small fish rather than 
an hrrsect. I am developing seme small streamers

0ndIn 0M )? li“ «  8 °designs I have usod late fall and winter light, which 
incidentally is quite different from the light present



during the summer when the sun is further north and 
the rays more direct« Samples of the streamers are 
enclosed and If you can think of anyone who would like 
to try them, I would be glad to tie a sufficient 
number for test purposes« __M H H
A friend of mine, Ellwood Colahan,-tells me that he 
dropped in to see you this-- summer» He is a good 
fisherman and casts a nice line*

Yours o3.ncorely



Summer Address: 
DON'S TACKLE SHOP 

West Yellowstone 
Montana

Winter Address:
723 S. St. Andrews PI. 

Los Angeles, Calif. 
FEderal 6863

DONALD S. MARTINEZ
Septemeber 26, 1941

Dear Mr. Dennings:

Tot a wonder we have enough woolly-wofcms n»de up to last until late today 
so I am answering your letter right away for a change.

X will write C.Wesley Hall - 1st.Nat*1 Bank Bldg* San Diego and ask him to 
pick up a few of the nymphs, duns and spinners you require; will also send 
him a couple of botles of collecting fluid. He takes his 3teelhead fishing 
quite seriously and is thorough in everything he does, pishes Rogue at Gold,Bch.

Maynard Reynolds fishes winter steslhead. He is a research man for the Union 
Oil Co., and rund the Sierra Tackle Company as a sideline in charge of a 
young woman who ties flies and runs the store during the week, Maynard goes 
there only on Saturdays and Sundays. The address is 4085 N. Mission Road,
Los Angeles. Being both a hobby and a business you can expebt good co-Operation 
from Reynolds. Also a conscientious, thorough sort of a guy. Fishes EEL RIVER.

Until last year when it rained almost continuously around L.A., I fish winter 
steelhead in the narrow confines of Malibu Creek. There are 9 large rock walled 
pools in the fishable part of the stream and landing a fish ii much like 
playing them in the Y.M.C.A swimming tank - they can't get snagged, they can't 
get off and they can't getout of the pool.

Went to Cliff Lake yesterday and had the worst day I ever had over there. Just 
? or 4 sprats all day long, but my companion got a 3 pounder.

Madison River below the dam is down lower than ever before. Running 20'' second 
feet instead of the normal 700 to 1200 out of Hebgen Dam. Propose to go down 
there after lunch if I can bamboozle my spouse into tending store two days in 
a row.

I have sudden crush on the Gallatin - the portion some ten to 15 miles outside 
the Park bouhdary to the north. They were taking a moderate sized dry fly over 
there a few days ago - 14 ginger Cahill to be exact. Nice fish from ten to 15 
inches - mostly rainbows with a few Grayling and Cutthroats for variety.

The weather has been terrible ever since August 8th. but we should have little 
pleasant weather in the three weeks remaining.

Maybe it is the faintly comic name or some such factor that has caused the 
exceedingly great popularity of the woolly-worms this year, but in any case 
th e y  have been almost too popular. Had to  ge t p a r t  time h e lp  a g a in  to^m ake 
them during the season; always an unsatisfactory deal as these part time 
experts make no effort to turn out a stoong or uniform fly. Here are a few 
samples, black is most popular, follsrwed by brown and yellow with a smattering 
of greys, reds and greens.

Very truly yours



71 Orange St.Brooklyn, N,Y»
October 2nd, 1941,

Dear Mr# Martine b *
H H  ’ Thank you for your letter of
September 26 th "and for the Wolly-worms, You know 
I wrote you some time ago that I thought that these 
bugs were being taken for the larvae of the caddis 
fly, but if you dont mind, I would like to revise 
my opinion,, X have not played around with lakes 
very muoh as our nearby lakes are too hot for trout, 
but I.do know that all of our lakes abound in both 
: Damsel and Dragon flies# The Dragon fly larvae is 
a sluggish creature which is often used for Bass bait 
and usually travels under the name of "Perch Bug”.
The Damsel fly larvae, however,is quite active and moves about on plants and weeds* Also they must 
migrate considerably!! especially when they are ready 
to crawl out and caft their nymphal chuck, Most 
of these nymphs are of a greenish brown color and 
when mature measure around 20mm in length, which 
is the size of the flies you sent mo. They have 
a short tail vihich is really gills and these are in 
constant motion# The Black nymph which has been 
so successful could readily suggest one of the Damsel 
fly nymphs when seen within the window of a fish 
especially if is was a dull day, I would suggest, 
however, that the hackle be tied on only the front 
half of the fly to suggest the legs of the natural 
in motion, Tho tail should be of a soft feather 
to suggest as much action as possible.

Do hope that you will be able 
to get some of the "Coachman" insects for me. It is 
too bad that they do not ccme as high as Yellowstone, 
but so far none have been found at a greater elevation than 6000 feet#

Yours, sincerely,



Summer Address: 
DON'S TACKLE SHOP 

West Yellowstone 
Montana

Winter Address:
723 S. St. Andrews PI. 

Los Angeles, Calif. 
FEderal 6863

DONALD S. MARTINEZ

Hov. 14, 1941
Dear Mr. Jennings:
I have heard nothing from Wesley Hall of San Diego - the man 
on whom I have been relying to send specimens of that I. Yelma 
that you want. Since writing him one Sherwood Wheaton, a friend 
of both Hall and myself, tells me that his partner - Hall's 
that is, suffered a stroke of some kind and that Hall has been 
upset in consequence, so I hesitate to nudge him about the 
speimens. I did send him a some bottles of collecting fluid and 
suggested he send them on to his regualr Rogue River guide asking 
the guide to pick up some nymphs and'adults. Incidentally, this 
insect is sometimes called the Heath bug after a gent who lives 
in Marshfield, Oregon. Heath uses a rather indefferent English 
dry fly with an extended body, fished wet, when this bug is on 
the water. The artificial is a wretched copy of the natural in my 
opinion.
It will be difficult to trace a connection between this insect and 
any given artificial. Ply fishing for sts&elhead trout is something 
fairly new. It was still considered speculative in 1926, the first 
season I fished the Rogue. Catching steelhead on flies goes back 
about ten years before 1925, I know that, but only in recent years 
has it had many adherents. In no type of fishing are the ideas of 
the participents so divergent as in steelheadin'. Anything goes in 
the way of flies from 14sto 3/0 streamers with no particular select 
ion of flies that can be called standard. Different makes of flies 
of the same name bear no resemblance to one another. There isn't 
enough literature on the subject to offer any list of flies and des
cription of dressings that can be called even remotely authentis.
When the brutes are in the streams and on the prod, everyone gets 
fish and vice versa. It does not take the finesse that general 
trout fishing requires. Mostly it requires a weak mind and a strong 
back to stand in deep, swift and exceedingly cold water for long 
periods of time, making repeated long casts, one just like another. 
Trout fishing is to steelhead fishing as steelhead fishing is to 
handline fishing for dinners or sheepshead. I no longer depend on 
selling flies and tackle for steelhead fishing to any but a very 
limited extent so I can speak freely. To trace the descent of a 
particular pattern of fly as used by steelheaders would be a thank
less task. They just ain't insect conscious. If they were to learn 
to distinguish say a caddis from a stone fly then it isn't likely 
they'd remain steelhead fishermen.
Sorry if I seem to meddle in your affairs but unless you've had 
dealings with steelhead fishermen, per se, you may not have a very 
clear idea of how they re-act.



Getting back to the boom of the wooly-worms, I had thought that the 
rough-bodied black nymph suggests the dragon fly larvae rather 
strongly. I can’t figure out what the wooly-worrn suggests. Ifd say 
its effectiveness is likely due to the many hackle fibers, all pointing 
outward and forward, giving ^ lot of movement in the water, suggesting 
the undulating breather action of the external gills on may fly nymphs 
or more likely, just life and movement in general.
Dragon fly larvae are abundant in the weedier, warmer streamsin
Montana and Y.H. Park, The thick weeds in the Firehole are full of 

, them but I never find them in stomachs. The damsel fly larvae does 
turn up quite often. Ours is a £>ale apple green when freshfj turning 
light olive brown in formalin solution. Maybe the damsel fly nymx>h 
is more adventurous than the dragons, venturing out of the weed 
beds at times. The dragon nymphs are me iuin olive on the belly and 
blackish olive on the back x)Ortions.
Sample is i n t e n d e d  to•s u g g e s t  o u r E .  Simulens' nymph, the outstanding 
characterises of the natural is the waving gills on the back. I have 
a strong hunch this fly will work swell. rAave to wait and see, of 
course. Doubt if it will be much commercially, being too unattractive 
to the human eye. Come to think about it, the balck woolly-worm is 
no beauty either.
1811 try in a couple of other quarters to dig up some specimens of 
I. Yelma. '
Suggest you write to Clarence Gordon at Glide, Oregon. Hg runs a 
hotel for steelhead fishermen on the IJorth Umpqua in Summer and fall 
and a hotel at lalm Sx^rings Calif., in the winter and spring months. 
ae is serious angler, ties nice flies and has a grade A1 clientele.
. You might send him a coux̂ ie of bottles of collecting fluid. I am 
sure that Mr. Gordaon has heard of you even if you do not x̂ laoe him.
Ray Bergamn stays with him sometimes.
Sorry that Hall did not come through with y o u r sx>ecimens so far. He 
is usually so accomodating about anyfflittle favor of this kind that 
I hate to ask him to do things because he:always doeas about 6 times 
as much as I expect him to do.

Yours



71 Orange Street,
f Brooklyn, Her/ York.

November 20th, 1941*
Dear Mr# Martinezt

Thank you for your letter of 
the 14th, enclosing the nymphs* X likethe looks 
of the Rough Black Nymph and I believe that It Is 
successful because of the fact that so many of 
E.SImulans emerges at night and under poor light 
conditions fish see things as silhouettes. I Ŷ rote 
you several days ago In connection with the Black 
Squirrel tall, which may and probable does suggest 
a Stonefly under similar light conditions*

I am enclosing a dressing of 
E#31mulans.nymph/ as seen as a silhouette, and while 
it may not work any better than the Rough Black 
nymph, it does ocnfomi to a definite principle* Like 
most fishermen, I have definite ideas about flies, in 
that I do not like to fish with a fly tinlesa I think 
I und&fc&tand what I am trying to do.

Damsel fly nymphs are very active 
at night and will even decoy to lights hold near the 
water, and here again the Black wolly v«form comes in 
as a silhouette* On the otherliand, on bright days 
when fish must use the weaker light reflected by the 
insect, an Olive green, similar to the coloring of 
the natural should by all that is good and right 

be better than the black or silhouette. And the same 
should hold true in the case of E.SImulans nymphs.

I have been able to trace many 
Salmon fly patterns to natural insects by talcing 

into consideration the lighting conditions under 
which the particular insect is normally seen. I think 
that Steelhead are like Atlantic Salmon in the respect 
that neither are particularly interested in food, but 
will take an artificial fly, if the artificial 
looks like a common insect as it normally appeared 

to them when they did feed on it during their Parr 
stage. In any case that is the basis on which I 
am standing*
' If you do get any specimens of
Xsoynicha velma , let them come along, as this is 
the only common bug lacking.

Yours sincerely,



Address: 
Andrews PI.DON'S TACKLE SHOP 

West Yellowstone / ........ »eles, Calif.
FEderal 6863Montana

DONALD S. MARTINEZ
Nov. 23, 1941

Dear Mr. Jennings

Our last two letters crossed in the mail*

The Fishing Guide mentions two black flies, Black woolly-worm and black Rough
bodied Nymph. These two you already have in your files, I know. The text on y
the circular reads Black Woolly Warm,: in the proof on the damn thing they had 
woolly mispelled ( mis-spelled-| and when I corrected it the printer got it 
woolly-warm on the next attempt. Sounds like an ad for a sweater or a union 
suit. Incidentally, I find there is a tendency to call the fly woolly-warm 
along with a lot of other variations and corruptions like curly worm etc,

I have always ascribed the apparent superiority of black wet flies to greater 
visibilty,sharper outline against the light and clearer to see when below the 
surface when the background is mostly water with solid substahce seen t'rough 
water. A sort of foggy greenish grey background I'd call it. I forget what 

• Major Harding calls this background or rather how he desribes it. Can't get 
enthused about the H arding book anyway. When he gets In a tough place
and his reasoning bogs down on him, he takes an easy out by saying " it isn't 
important anyway.

There are two large wet flies in popular demand during the "salmon fly hatch" 
the Red Squirrel Tail"and the " Bloody Butcher" - samples herewith. The sm aller 
grey fly I call Blue Dun Squirrel Tail - it is my own favorite. I add it to 
show what my own idea of a wet fly is and to disclaim any responsibility for 
the other two. The two big flies do show some reesemblance to the batural, 
which as you probably know is bright orange under the abdomen with wings of a 
rather dark brown color. The so-called Bloody Butcher, seen against the light 
might giveb some appearance of the orange body on the natural, but the nat
ural is opaque rather than clear as to body. As I r4call the insect, it is 
about I5- inches long in the body with an overall length of 1 -̂ inches or a bit 
more from mouth to tip of folded wings. Around our section up there they 
appear in late June and/or early July. Ver common on the Gallatin andthe Mad
ison below Hebgen Dam, but rare near the town of "West Yellowstone. Almost never seei 
in fact. The larvae must require a lot. of oxigen and the slow streams don't 
hold many big stones. Lpts of small stones - yellow Sally ? - in the Firehole 
ahd Madison above Hebgen Dam. Gunnison River in Colorado had the big stones 
by the million; it is a swift, rocky stream with lots of rocks for the nymphs 
to hideunder.

Apparently th e  Bloody Butcher squirrel tail did derive from the Butcher salmon 
fly a t  some rem ote tim 9 and place. Hot much resemblance left now except the 
multi-colored hackle. These long winged squirrel tail flies do give a good 
representation of th wing of the natural salmon fly. They are effective, but 
more fish are taken on naturals than on artificials during this hatch. Sort 
of a field day for the native fishermen.

Yours



May 17th, 1942,
Dear Mr, Martines : '  ̂ l,yW;

Well I suppose that you are 
about ready to bho^e off for Yellowstone, A friend 
and neighbor of mine has been planning to come out 
this summer but I am afraid that he will be grounded 
as he usually file»* PerhapB you remember him as he 
visited your shop last year* His name is Ellwood Col
aban*

There is one fly which has me 
puzzled and perhaps you oan throw some light on it*
You know the Brown or Yellowish Stonefly, Acroneurla 
paeiflea» length about 1” to l^n which comes out on 
the lower Madison the latter part of June and gradually 
works its way to the highest elevations in the Park 
during the latter part of July* This family of files 
are thought to lay their eggs at night, therefore 
the only time thdt the fish could see them would be 
during very poor lighting conditions* This would 
mean that the natural flies would be seen as silhouettes 
against the direct white light entering the water 
vertically* Under such conditions a fly tied in 
terms of density, viz Black and White, should work 
during the day at times when this fly is in season*
It Is possible that the effectiveness of the Rio Grande 
King (black) is due to this condition. In any case 
the enclosed Squirrel Tails have been tied with the 
above condition in mind and I would be grateful if 
you would do a little experimenting with them*

Yours sincerely,
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Summer Address: 

DON'S TACKLE SHOP 
West Yellowstone 

Montana
DONALD S. MARTINEZ

Sept. HS, 1942

Winter Address:
723 S. St. Andrews PI. 

Los Angeles, Calif. 
FEderal 6863

Dear Mr. Jennings

Regarding the three souirrel winged hi-colored bodied vet’Cf lies you sent me to 
try during the Stone-fly hatch -

I never did get to fish during the main stohe fly hatch on streams phere the 
insect was hatching. The hatch is of short duration at any giv ,n point, but 
lasts for some time - say a month - if you move upstream with the hatch. The 
large insect I refer to is identified somewhere as Pteroarchus flalifornicus. I 
think you give it an entirely different generic and specific name, but anyway 
it is p. Chopping big critter - I dress an imitation of it on a long shank §6•
Sample enclosed. I do not know if the sample is any dfcod or not. T^e insect hatches 
no closer than 25 miles from here in the Madison below Hebgen Dam and in the Gallatin. 
No one reported whether they had good luck or bad on this imitation. Bad, I guess, 
or there would have been re-orders. I enclose it merely to show the approximate 
size of the natural.

In the ^adison River above Hebgen Lake andin the Firehole in particular, a small 
stone fly is abundant. It is apparently very similar in size and color to the English 
^ellow Sally, going b^rthe drawings in my Leonard V/est. This is a fly a little smal
ler than the flies you sent me to try. It isnot a very important fly to the fisher
man as it hatches in a sort of sporadic fshion. Not many at a time and not much in 
favor with the trout. My observations on this are not extensive enough to be con
clusive. I used the flies you sent me from time to tim9 and took a thumping fine 
catch of Eastern "rooks out of a series of springholes withone of them. The others 
worked well in general use on rainboivs and browns but I can not certify that they
were in any way conre cted with a stone fly hatch. I am sorry to let you down din
this but that's the way it worked out.

My small son who is not so small either come to think of it, was here a little
less than four weeks this summer, the rest of the time being spent attending summer 
school, making up credits in high school. About the first thing he did on arrival 
was to do some cleaning up here in this shop and one of the items he disposed of was 
a small stack of unanswered letters, yours among them, so I am not certain of your 
street address. Within a few days you will get a p ckage containing a bottel of 
formalin with soem nymphs and adults of that Isonycljia velma (^p?) from Sam 
Frierson who left here this morning to go to Agnes, Orgeon. I gave him the bottle arl 
minute instructions, Sam is a Colonel in the Army Air Corps and his continued 
survival has been contingent on attention to details for twenty five years so you'll 
get insects all right this time, asuming that my recoiled ion of your street address 
is correct - viz. - 71 Orange St. Brklyn. If worng, perhaps you'd better go to the 
branch post office in your neighbrohood and. tell them to be on the look-out for 
th£j package from Col.Frierson from Oregon. Better suggest to the lads in the P.0, 
that it is a secret part for a bomb sight or some such. Laymen are apt to regard/ 
allinsect life with levity

If Mr. C0l0han ever irks you too strongly, here is shot for your locker. One day a 
crowd of fishermen were in the little lunch room next door around the horse shoe 
shaped counter. One of these people, a Mr. Rcihardson from Long Beach was talking. 
He said " Last night just at dark, I saw a large §. reddish colored animal drinking 
at the edge of the Madison River but it was so dark I couldn't be sure what it was” 
Someone said " That sounds like it was Mr. Colohan” and brought down the house.


